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PREFACE

The Hathayogapradipika of Svatmarama was first

published in 1893 with the commentary Jyotsna of

Brahmananda and the English translation of Srinivasa

lyangar by Tookaram Tatya on behalf of the Bombay
Theosophical Publishing Fund. This was one of the

fruits of the many efforts made by members of the

Theosophical Society in the last century to bring

eastern literature and knowledge to the attention of

the public in general and of the western world in

particular.

A second edition was published in 1933 in the

Oriental Series (No. 15) of the Theosophical Publishing

House, Adyar, Madras, India. Although a number

of corrections had been carried oixt in preparing the

Sanskrit text and commentary for the second edition,

there were still various lacunae in the presentation.

In preparing the present edition, the errors have

been corrected as far as possible, by Prof. A. A. Rama-

nathan and Pandit S. V. Subrahmanya Sastri, after

consulting the manuscripts in the Adyar Library and

Research Centre, especially the manuscript of the

Jyotsna commentary (No. PM 1431). They have also

seen the text through the press.
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The original English translation of Srinivasa

lyangar has .been thoroughly revised by myself and

Prof. A. A. Ramanathan, so as to conform more closely

to the text and yet be readable.

Radha Burnier

Director



INTRODUCTION

The Hathqyogapradipika is a well-known authoritative

treatise on Yoga which has been taken for a guide by
different classes of Yogin-s in India. Of all the existing

works on occultism, the Hathqyogapradipika is perhaps

the one which stands unrivalled in its attempt to grapple

with the task of reconciling the Raja-yoga and Hatha-

yoga systems. Concealing a truth in every sentence,

the treatise offers, in one respect, a wealth of occult

lore to the earnest student ofYogavidya, and, in another,

holds behind the apparent charms of a bright curtain

a venomous serpent ready to pounce upon the first strag-

gler from the right hand path who has not thoroughly

:shaken off earthly impurities before launching himself

upon the forbidden path of Yoga. The pure and

unselfish alone will have the keenness and power to

extract the pure drop ofimmortality from the compound
mixture in which the mystic author of the treatise

lias so beautifully combined the two systems of Yoga.

The woid yoga means union between Jivatman

and Paramatman. The science that teaches the way
of acquiring this occult knowledge is called Yoga-

sastra. As this knowledge leads directly to the fusion

of the Jivatman and the Paramatman, it is consider-

ed very sacred and sublime, and, as such, is not
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indiscriminately imparted to all men by its custodians;

only those who have passed through the most terrible

ordeals being considered as fit to receive it. The
strict rules of discipleship and the method of their

observance are given in the Sivasamhita.

The sage Patanjali, the founder pf the Yoga
philosophy, has laid down in his Yoga aphorisms,

I. 23, that an untiring devotion to Isvara (or Guru) is

one of the most essential conditions required of a

student of Yoga. Another no less essential condition as-

described in aphorism 20 of the same section, is faith,

without which no knowledge is possible to the student

;

half or wavering faith in this science or the Guru is

a positive disqualification.

According to the Sastra-s, no knowledge stands

higher in importance than the Yoga-sastra, and the

Veda-s call it the vidya. God Siva describes it in the

Sivasamhita:

*ra^ n I. n.

On studying all the Sastra-s and constantly

meditating on them, I have come to the conclusion

that no Sastra is so worthy of study as the Yoga-sastra.

Pythagoras, Plato and other ancient philosophers

of Greece have extolled the study of this science, and
the motto at the entrance of their lecture-hall was-

' Know thyself.

Among the leaders of modern thought, Descartes,,

Spinoza, Kant, Schopenhauer, Emerson and others.
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have not been less enthusiastic in their praises of the

nobility of this science, whose object they have declared

to be the unravelling of the mystery of the being of

man and surrounding nature.

The acquisition of a knowledge of this science is

fraught with abnormal difficulties, and perfectly

qualified teachers are rare, and not communicative

except to well-tried students. Obscurities, in the treat-

ment of the subject in a written work call for verbal

explanation by a Guru. No substantial gift will ever

purchase the knowledge desired, or alter the iron

rules prescribed in the Sastra-s. The grace of the Guru:

bestowed in exchange for the hard earned merit

acquired by the disciple, even at the peril of his life,,

is alone the passport to the sanctuary of knowledge.

In the Bhagavata and other Purana-s, the student who

has not been able to secure a Guru, is advised to pray

and worship Isvara (as Visnu or Siva) and strive for

perfect renunciation of every worldly desire, such

renunciation being the only way of securing a Guru

to direct the student in his further progress.

The systems of Yoga have different denominations,

according to their methods, and known as Astaftga,

Laya, Dhyana, Mantra, Bhakti, Taraka, Karma, etc.

All these, however, can be classed into two broad

divisions: Hatha-yoga and Raja-yoga. These are

interdependent, either of them being impracticable

without the other.

The venerable sage Patanjali, in his Yoga aphorisms

defines Yoga as the suspension of the modification
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of the thinking principle,1 an object attainable

through different methods, none of which is practi-

cable without controlling the pram or breath, which

is intimately connected with the mind. This connec-

tion is proved by our daily experience of life; when we
:are absorbed in deep thought, the process of breathing

becomes slow. The suspension of the mental activity

increases in proportion to the slowness of the breath;

and in cases of asphyxia, mental activity ceases alto-

gether until respiration is revived, and complete dis-

appearance of mental activity takes place with the

death of the body. These considerations prove that

mind and pram, another term for the vital breath, are

interdependent, each unable to act independently of

the other.

It has been said in the Sivagita that the vehicle

•of mind is prima, and therefore mind is present where
pram is. In other words mind has been described as

the rider and pram as the horse. In the Togavasistha

1 When initiating Ramacandra, his Guru Vasistha said:

^ m %*T: ^Kraf^":
I

3R=T s|qT cf^ f%RT 1

1

The happiness and misery experienced in this world are
•caused by the working of the mind. Three worlds are created
by the mind. Suspension of the mental activity will cause the
three worlds with their misery to disappear. By controlling the
mind all occult powers are acquired. Ifthe mind is not controlled,
all else becomes useless and painful.
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the relation between the mind and the pram has

ifoeen described thus:

sfl*i£ft qft^ &m fts& n

^fa qT3q%lftq qTf^W: II

Oh Rama ! For the motion of the chariot which

is the body, Isvara has created the mind and prana,

without which the body cannot function. When the

pram departs, the mechanism of the body stops ; when
the mind works, pram moves. The relation between

these is like that between the driver and the chariot.

These exert motion, one upon the other. Therefore

the wise should study the regulation of pram if they

desire to suspend the activity of the mind or concentrate

will upon the achievement of Yoga. The regulation

•of prana brings all happiness, worldly and spiritual,

from the acquisition of kingdoms to moksa or supreme
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bliss. Wherefore, O Rama! study the science of

breath or prana.

Pram is the chief principle of motion in the Sthula

(gross), Suksma (subtle) and Karana (causal) bodies.

We shall now attempt an examination of the

Hatha and the Raja-yoga somewhat more minutely

and see the difference that exists between the two.

Hatha is. considered to be a compound word

formed of two syllables: ha, means the moon, and

tha, means the sun. These correspond to the breath

which flows through the left and right nostrils. The
regulation of breath for the purpose of checking the

modification of the thinking principle is called Hatha-

yoga, under which the Astanga-yoga, Mantra-yoga,,

etc. as above enumerated, naturally fall. Raja-yoga

begins where Hatha-yoga, properly followed, ends.

It would therefore be unwise to consider the Hatha-

yoga as nothing more than a dangerous gymnastic

feat, for a moderate exercise of it has been found by

experience to be both conducive to health and longevity.

It brings in its train the power to prevent or remove

diseases^ bodily or mental, for its practice regulates

the action of the heart, the lungs and the circulation

of the blood. It even bestows the gift of putting off

death indefinitely, although this privilege is seldom

exercised by the true Yogin who knows the consequences,

of interfering with the laws of nature.

As the Raja- and the Hatha-yoga-s are the

necessary counterparts of each other, the limbs as it

were of the same body, either of them cannot be
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successfully followed to the exclusion of the other

,

nor their benefits secured without the directions of a

competent Guru, and no one can be a perfect Yogin

without a knowledge of the practices of both.

The born Raja-yogin has the natural power of

concentrating the mind without effort. This con-

centration which is the chief characteristic of Raja-

yoga, is the natural result of the force of will acting

powerfully to check the erratic mind and bring it

into a union with the Jivatman and Paramatman by
a natural or unconscious suspension of the breath.

We have already said that the Raja-yoga begins

where the Hatha-yoga ends. Every Yoga, the Laya,
Taraka, Dhyana, etc. has its beginning in Hatha-

yoga, consciously or unconsciously, and ends in the

Raja-yoga. The practice of Raja-yoga is not easy

for everyone who commences it for the first time in

the present life if he had not accustomed himself to

it in his past incarnations. And as knowledge stored

in the previous lives comes to fruition in the present,

the disciple will easily attain to Raja-yoga through

the inevitable initial steps of Hatha-yoga in which a

beginning in every incarnation is made. It should

therefore be safe to begin with Hatha-yoga, as this

irresistibly tends to the puiification of man's body and
moral nature.

Students of the Yoga-vidya have been classed

under three categories: the tJttama Adhikarin-s, the

highest ; the Madhyama Adhikarin-s, the intermediate

;

and the Kanistha Adhikarini-s, the lowest. Students
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of different degrees of merit acquired in past lives-

come under the first two categories. We shall now
speak of the Kanistha Adhikarin-s who have to begin

their Yoga in the present life. For these no course

of Yoga is possible save the Hatha-yoga, which they

should patiently follow, guided by a competent Guru.

For, says Sri Samkaracarya in his treatise on Raja-

yoga, called Aparoksanubhuti:
c The practice of Hatha-

yoga is intended for those whose nature requires to

be purged of all impurities.' Now, since the majority

of men are not free from the infirmities of their lower

nature, it follows that the majority of students are in

need of a first training which would fit them for the

pursuit of the higher system of Raja-yoga: a training

which no system is so well adapted to secure as Hatha-

The misconceptions produced in the minds of

some who, not having impartially viewed the philo-

sophies of Samkhya and Yoga—terms synonymous

with Raja- and Hatha-Yoga-s—jump to the conclusion

that the two are distinct sciences, each having a dis-

tinct bearing upon the knowledge of Self, has been

made evident in the Bhagavadgita, (V. 4 and 5), where

Sri Krsna says to Arjuna:

WWfaS: WWfifatii^ II
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meaning that only the ignorant consider Samkhya.

and Yoga to be different, not the enlightened. By

the practice of the one the results of both are obtained.

The goal attained by the followers of Samkhya is-

also reached by the Yogin. He that sees no difference

between Samkhya and Yoga possesses the intuitive

power of knowledge.

The great sage, Vasistlja, the Guru of Rama-
candra, throws further light on the point in the Yoga-

vasistha, in which, addressing his worthy disciple, he-

says:

* TO) it 513: WOTR %?: II

c Oh Rama ! For the destruction (quiescence) of

mind only two ways are prescribed: Yoga and

jnana (knowledge). Yoga is secured by suppressing

the working of the mind, and knowledge by right

vision, i.e. tracing the cause from the effect. To
some, Yoga is difficult, to others jnana (knowledge) is

difficult. For this reason it is that the supreme Siva,

has revealed the two ways.
5

Similar sentiments are breathed in the Kicrma-

purana where in the chapters of the Iharagita we read,

that
c

the only certain means of acquiring this knowl-

edge is by an adherence to the Samkhya and Yoga,

doctrines, for they are the same; but he who sedulously
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devotes himself to them will undoubtedly become

acquainted with the real nature of the deity.
3

The Bhagavadgita is written in eighteen chapters,

•each describing a system of Yoga; and in the eighth

•chapter Sn Krsna advises Arjuna to become a, Yogin

that he may avoid falling into errors in virtue of the

superior knowledge of Self which Yoga offers to its

votaries.

We hope we have clearly demonstrated by the

accumulated experience of authorities and the Sastra-s

that the Hatha- and Raja-yoga-s far from being anta-

gonistic to each other, are, on the contrary, inter-

dependent, and that the pursuit of the Raja-yoga

cannot be successfully accomplished without the co-

operation of the sister Hatha-yoga. It has also been

.shown that it is safer to begin with the Hatfca-yoga.

The founders of the Hatha- and the Raja-yoga-s

;are respectively the Gods Siva and Visnu. To
demonstrate to the world the fundamental unity of

those two systems which have only an apparently

different outward garb, the founders worshipped each

as his Guru unceasingly with the object of securing

emancipation as expressed in the following maxim:

' The heart of Siva is Visnu, and the heart of

Visnu, Siva.
5

In order to illustrate more forcibly the unity of

these two systems (identical in their founders, the

*Gods Siva and Visnu), Isvara addressed the sages
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exhorting them in the last chapter of the Isvaragita:

c

I have now fully explained the different subjects

respecting which your minds were perplexed with

doubt; but know further, that this Narayana and myself

are one and the same, and that there is no difference

between us. He, like me, is incorporeal, imperishable,

the supreme and universal soul. Those, however,

who behold diversity in this universe, consider us

to be distinct deities, naming him Visnu, and me
Mahesvara; but those who know that we are in essence

one and the same shall be free from the pains of re-

birth.
5

As a further illustration of the excellence of the

Hatha-yoga, which we have attempted to establish

by the above few quotations drawn out of an over-

whelming number of ancient authorities, we would

invite the reader's attention to the familiar, but never-

theless undeniable, analogy introduced in a work of

very ancient repute, known as Saivagama, in which

Adinatha (the God Siva) urges even the most perfect

Yogin not to give up his practice of Asana, Pranayama,

Kumbhaka, etc. for the purpose of keeping his body in

perfect good health even as all human beings are

required to keep their dwelling houses in perfect sanitary

condition.

In view of the combined advantage of the two

systems, and for the enlightenment of men thirsting

for knowledge, the great Yogin Svatmarama compiled

the Hathayogapradipikd, of which we have in these

pages attempted to give, with the original text and its
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commentary, an English translation for the benefit

of students unacquainted with Sanskrit. We shall be

best rewarded if the fruits of the labours of the great

author be appreciated at their true worth, and the

reader, imperfectly acquainted with the subject, be

enabled to remove the confusion and error which at

present seem to prevail in respect of the science of Yoga.

TOOKARAM TATYA
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swct:

i ^ qjart 1^ i %qorq^R^Tf—*Rg?fifiift i

•^r #rt: qf% n ^ n

*k^f*r^iffct % m^mt 11 w 11

^1 ^? *&ti sqr#iT f#t<ri
i i



' J|FT %f^TT fi^Rfel^' (II. 10) |i ^foiSHT

wfi^u ^ ii

^T^T^R^^T^t & II II

STHlfrt §«W ' *$^gsn?ft ' (II. 44) S?nfetSR?lJpiq; | gsf

Sa^ftswnatSWRPt 3Nfofa»T: II ^ ||

s^t^f ^T%#^ Wfi ft'TOT II Hvs II

^ftlwRRTC I ^I^q^f feg: 8l3Ef5t^1 3#%S^%Ron.

*m ^qs^rfjT ^ ^ra? i ^#f«rair%^: ii ^ ii

1^7% fo^jfafr f*wi£R: s ii h<s II



tejfl^, &t qtfrtf ftraifR %WtHfm-

m—gfo^fr ! i^sl^w: s^ area 3ttcr«i§-

#1: |^ sir
I

' Star 3[% #SR: ' ^ f^l cl^T

fo^ft^wwapnf: II ^ |l

^|
' ^^ft ' ^JR: (II. 4. 36) | ftuqft



tow pro; ^ i

RT^:^UHt^MK ^ftI^rP^ <rt 11 11



,

„..
*\

, , 'vr*

ere aft ^wriT^t 1 ipwrwrift^: miwft Ofafafah 1

sqqraT^T fqxrrfq%: 1 srfqm ^%srat iqft %qr qf-

qlqftft feqiw: 11 11

g^dsq^Tf^q^snr*

w{ %Pwm%—q^qifcqT 1 %*iT«r mm qqr*r

Trfs^T: ism ffift q^ g^5^Ni# $PPm rfmm «trr»-

qiq#ftR: forr afcq<& st% qfesr Mtft ft^rc-

wra; 1 q$^ "WfaiW^: I fat gfe qSte^

W {Pan., V. 4. 154) ffr I q^HT STRjRT gjnCR:

' 3%FPHT1<2T qTgcq 3iq?ffiR5^
I



Spilt mijfis^ fiw ^ qaf Til^lcf)^; jmbrT

mil? 5^rfe sw^, ^srcftw ^<wi#? i *i%i^#T gsifcs

TO: II ^ II
.

qtowiwrrcns fedpimtitatf: i #pRn^ $forfait

3



$m toiMWRm ^ &s*t fefe#T^f|: mi

qis^ $m foilft ^« 11 ^ 11

TO ftfe OT^R TO: II $q II

w&fo ii ^ li

toft f^ito ^qr^r ^ i

SST^ flsritoflOTrfa II ^ II

^ sftfs-iROteri s^iftqrqi sren^F^ijcrrcT nsrotq^ri



35K&s*n3fr mi^iwwk srwr^ ii % n

^ M ^ i

%tt ^T^ircftm g% mi Rtt^ II R II

sutwri^ RTuimmsRtan— qra ^ i m% sfct

<3ctot^ qrg *pt f#i^ f1*^ IU II

mtf wi f¥w>w^M mi frft^ II 3 II



«q^ ^sj^feq^: || »
||

#r %ft jttoi^ qwi ^ 11

^ II h ii

wwrti mi wfifct mfcmt fair \



mm gpnsnaii fwn i«r: gfeTura srcrfcr II 11

^RBwic^«? *mf% QRf&a i^ftftr i *ft: 5* qfam

^MfqM^fi%^^ fft I

' TORteRST '

(II. 35) sfr ftoft^fl5%rfcnfa: I *R^qWT*rTCT^ II
va

||

I%f^^ 1**1% fctf || C ||

Rioiftft I ^foj 3<fapsTT fljRW sprain jj^far

%k IU II



tW Nf^qr stiftawft sr^rr
\

Tri—
| RIOT ft^^ c# (Sprf^

ffra ^ ^r: 3?rwr fterr

$*^*S^3^<rafc | %^%=3' (Pap., VII. -3. 21)

#r $bn$ 5^^ br^rerc*

*W *MWWf*5 ^# ^-
I JffcR^-



tfqft' (Pan., II. 3. 5) |& f|^T I ^ ^3%f#^3#-

^fcRPT: I f l%^ter^^te

feT ^ftr II u II

^ #s w% s«q*r 1

m\ m fax&x ^® ^f^i ^igi^f

fes^ifr (viii. 46-50)—

s?tft gl^Rl^g S£pjcf |fcf: II

3TTq=^t to ^prafo =3 II



' qrft to^ fgpi: FPT: I

3rr*r i%3<Jir *nsir: srmfflfr n

'

tUm^ ^ 3T^T<3: qMRW^ Tl^^' fftl WTfllf^R-

WTTRt S i#FT: TOTR f^q?T |
if ^ "jqfrfag*3*101%$-



*$3fcR*m& SIR- IR^ROI^ I

«iR5i^r^N s*Tif^ftsfa% II

eg feiwn>s«nawi^ fror II ' m i



^t*T5pftfaET

TOffo^R^f^qfei 2R[T JPIWW^ ^fcf sTT^fr awes?

i^gft I swrM is: srrcrrt ^ wfWWi^ frgRT 5^1

si wtim 11 ^ 11

% fa ^nro wti 11 ^ 11

jprwRi*Jirasni«na 5^ 3^ ^
IfepRW^R^ ^ q^fa lUsT^q ?^cfT 55pf

«n?& sn5^ 11 \\ 11

#s*n% sfo^r * mz%ftwm 11 11

I fo^S*!^ ?t[ flqft I fTBJiKr^ 11 ^ 11



W first i# sqrar^ sr: i

rfl^ *rmT qi^OTT cfor *rm^ ii i\ ii

fi&cifcp^i Error sr^st sifters—*$£t I w

fosTf«3^ 11 ^ 11

3r^TOrat*ft *f#rrcri^: 11 \$ 11

#it ftaM ?$r^^ 1
argrp ST&^fiar %*3ra^iiR,

*n>n*n*fa frrag^: #rr $»prr *r«?333 3?jt%$^ ii ^11

m?^ f%f%^fT for: qsrc^J Jr#^: 11 ^ ll

3ig%fr jprwiift % ^ m^tetfwwc—f 1.

f^oito $R'wlif&m: 1 frrcrf^rr

^ f& ^ 5% =q
1



2?cT: R^tqilf RftsfT ^Tr ^^Rf: I §rR grfiftfct I

^ uior gri>^ i ^¥f# 5R:3%\^ %m I

*rafai^§w$3.i wFq#%3;f%Gk isfaf^isrcraji \c n

sn^cl II ^ ||

3TCt: IPW WRof f»fl^5 | 3f3#:



fam m*a$M'. n ii

M^fiW iN* ^3^: II ^ II

q*#fa $fap* i ^^ifoi^ mon«rfwer tf^is; i g^g^

—

wra ii ^ ii

, s^rf^n^ fe* tot i



Ztt & $3$ f^T ^&q*W (II. 33) 3gR^

^Mfts fat: II II

Irtcfasfrr: wc—$rcrai%fct i sircra $t«r



^f^ftf ft^l tfRHKR: <T[^ Ja^RRS |&

srara; n ii

zm srwif *M 5fi?rr: s^w: s# far

qq^: <&W*4 fa #F?T f^fcf II ^ II

rcgtfiT: (Vagbhatal. 13) | ifeqifoT ^qrf3|qRqi^^ w



l^nfafeiWiT ra|r?Rra% n ^ II

qf^nfi i *w ^ ^ jto^ i

#r few jp»nft^3W i w 3?rar i^wt

5PI5 StlKI I ^ ^ ^ flfcgis^ 5#P^

^wwi% p^iwifil m «j«N^rr i^fftfct 1 arc

^cf 11 \\-\\



^4lJ|M<flf4+l

s^ frpn3N*i wis 1^ 1

£

3p8frsatetft *Nt Sffjft' (II. 6. 78) II 11

3^qWM4^r3!%^ 11 \\ 11

ftftfoi m& mm§m 11 ^ 11

ifcti ^r^prf <Fsnfcir mz&i 1

^d^Td^^ q«[T fT£ffos^ II ^11

snwpHi*--^frfti Star far

fostf: 1 a^r amf*w#f^: 1 sir* snzffl^f «rrt:

g^RT ^ W i& ^ w ^
3^ II H II

4



'

srarat nrn^T qte: fat: sfrof II 33 H

' ftftosf># 3?? ' (II. 6. 77) | floq

c#: I JRfc I B&'fcl ifW^T^ II ^ II

I ^ S%H^ I jSRNl: TOW ^ 5foW

anrof ^ii#?t #pft ^ojcfj^f^ $3n°if 3fa$Nr



^I3[?T«I q^q S OTT
| 'sMtflRT' (Pan., V. 4. 154) #

TOW:
|
suf^s^q ffi^T: | mmtf I a^OT^ ^5#-

g Rmraft srarf^ri ^nf^r irar n

^ ll Vs II



TO&al *rr am II \t II

^^^^ ^^5^ §ft || y0 II



^qft (IV. 108)

—

# I Wffil Wffafi: II 80 II

m fSTfe^Hq^r sjpgt q^f f^r w.

^ ^:i^#^r: t*rrew 11 «r 11

(IV. 3) f^Tfcff II »R ||

^f^i^i^^ni: ftf^rf fafl^gqi^ 11 ^ 11



<#f3?r lictl %?R -f^5RJR^R^R^ft ^R^fef^

Ufit^-f ^f^T feOT. ^W^PSRfq|5iraf fe^f^ I ggsfc

qpfifr (XI. 16. 34)—

TOTI^iiaJIRlj^q^ *TRT: ||
V\ ||

^W^^wwRr^fo—
I to I! lit

fife—l^cf $t | 51155^,1^1 JffJT «n$)ti[M 'ga^



WRTf^ I itfp&fit qffcflRT: SBOTf SRiW-

3^ JRRRIT » (II. 78) I^T^RT S#T «n?Rl ^

Will!: ^cfan:
I

stftsfr SRT g^I^P^T: I 1^R*§;

rat ^HR^r^: I 5WT % *fft f^ ^T^^Rt

513 ffs II II



%ft 3tW# 51W T%9^t 3^: ^ I fe-

sircrcssrai ?wtcr: ^T5^, tors? # w a aregt^ i

^gfq
' g ^afc » (V. 45) ^PTT '^^R^»

Tfopfi, 5Pnft 3 ^5JT ^

fft ll «^ II

%ft ^r^T %TRR I

«rffe??t TO *at: II II

f^i spagfe %an^ torto^ ir ii

$tt »fc ^ SffctSRRR l|l

a^Nftw m& to ii 3. ii

^ ^ i



R<#^ jtrrt qte^ II « II

3RT w*v^ ?ra «RPir% 3 II ^ II

^P^PRn334 f*R5l^'«$qta3: II ^ II

%(lfs4l<(l<5TOW Ifak RI^™: II
^ II

'

' fl§RT«a $HJQW{ I

5^%n«T qr>ft pita §?roi%r: II II

5[5T $3sqT: Wf^T f^t ^ II ^ II

^^W^ SR<J^fiTMt: II \{ ||

*#t$t ^ fqfc^ra ^ n ^ II



m vwti 5Ru f^tasf^Rr^ II i\ II

a

3j«ri^^ra: &8gfift 3Tft°n II n

war sm^tf I

#t m %m$t a II ^ n

^^ wsrrwrRF^lPr^ n \* n

# foarwfrre sirs*^ 1 1

1

www ^rft srcRf^r^ frft: II ?^ II

sprcfsrrfafq qui ^eja[wr^
I

3{%5F $5i«iRf fens; itf n ^ II

^ tei^l m * utoH II ^ ||

'

atf^rra^ f«n»r^ tq^g^r s^Ra

5t#:M %5T^|^tR II » (-B. <?., VI. 11)



stMHiJKim+i <\<t

q5PT^R S^JR^ra: teM*fc *PFR ^qf^q

^rr 3fe:?r ^11^ ^forc q^R gig $$fcw4j|$«q

§i §grfc '^^ft ii



i
ara^ ^^#^1% ' mftvv m^fc ' (in. 2i)

#fam3>#sfq w i <£^g gft: ^r&, lugr *F&q : i

wra^ifiE
i mm mm $m gf^Rt tot

qtPiftftft || V II



*\ .jr. r\i>_

sis «m sn^gsrr i 3^ fei^t^t 1 55nS %E*?ft «m

%<4KN£i tyiwfo^HH^U II

*F^T fto ^T%^T^R 5 W*ff<\ II ^3 II

#*iori sfar: ^m^rn^^S^ -w^^fm
^wiw str^pt fcm $®im^ ^Rft^t: ii ^ n

j?T#ft I u€t 8rcr sis 'ftagsTOt a^rem^ ^|

i% rasar fisffa ^ |ar ^an^sMtenw «w ^ I

U ft^Nfi 3%ff: Tf5: 51$: II ^ II



ta^fwil—tofoft i qqir 3% tftoi tffo to
to^if f^H I SOTf f%pT fltef5R-

^ 3#I ^6 fqffcM: I EflTO^^^Wr ^raT-

iajwrf ^R>: I^tB^ | ^q^s^T qqsreq anNN: I q#°r

fqfftsprrft s^aft | $wraS*r$cBtsft to4 f^qi^qT-

^FT^^T^^TT^ II ^» ||

p W w# ii ^ ii

^ #T#qqi #Ffapjg: i ?m *wft: #5^:
i

f^i^I ftA? cRt^St?!
|
tjq wm^i qq Sfl^qfr I

wsraqtfftft mm |ft =q vfam



era: a?ftWr: ii ^ n

< spUKjf^Sl^— ' (Pflfl., V. 3. 71) qqq ^3

II II

5F**Hl^iR*i< ft*TR[ fr^r gqf <r?Tq;i

#rtcrU sn^t Rtew^i m^i ffaw ft#r

^irafTO ' [Nal, V. 19) si 11 ^ 11



gafeqft TOM <nft# 3% I

^wg— (3^^N^' (p. 563) ^qfig^Tft^t-

tri=l#nft§ an^iM $aq II ^ ii

*TR^ Wtitfoxt ®$ti |

pfw jtM mfifa ii 50 11

¥ft ij^rrfa pqwraft TOq; ii $s n

'WnTOS: I WI3sq^ ^ gf^ g^f ^
WT ^ TO^or mar ^ ^ | l^#4f^



f.^Pi ^ wwfcfc, ¥ft mi, <£&u ^rfi&

ti^i^ n ^ n

^ ^ ¥faWW || ^ ||

qffimwfo® ^ $ft vffito ^ft ii ^ ii

T3[T spft^^ #IF II ^ II

afwi. m% 1 mi ifo unfa qepfa 53 f^^^t

(1. 1. 66) II

SjjtolfeM: II *VV* II

5



55 s<5^iii<{ift*i

aft sift Wft ^fwig^ ^ fR^glfi ?T%ot swings

$m mrffa&i ^rasnftft ^f^T: ?#rr: i aft

to ^rai^
i ^ f-;gr zftm

l f^^r I 3^?%wig^^f
mm&z ^ mi iffsi ^m^^3zwfft«i#tfe*i«if

teir T^ra; | 3^:3^ f^r^^IffwT

ftffar II ^\ ||

%r #i fwm m*n $m g^r^ti ^



ft^ I rais*
i §prr

(CA. VIII. 6. 6.)

spHifcwfaPTOsi ^n^R !i ^ n

sshj^ »n% nwr^ spiral *R5fjs ^s?f ^

I ^ ^ f^, PIW «f$fct f*fl> g

^5qi: II V» II



M.I.., , .. \..|| .1, f\ llQ... ...I ,

^ m w&w m n$ ^fe^ $3ffir crar^
«ai I w^f sw%rar ^ ?tr^ ^ <w ^ ^

pf?u "5fl5PRrt arc?: 3>*^i%r fe^ts

3PI —



goffig 1r|^II ^WJTram: i^-

S3?: qft^l: 3 qpi iffTRRte: ||

»

"if^: i %^fct i *ralsWt Slfonfifa ft"?: i cf?r eld



fRRJ: II ^ II

fell: %^feflM^ 9I^W*=r m SFCT^S ^tclf^i

*i<Ul ^ II

#^ s& ii ^ ii



giraf q§£ zfc® qi#jfcoi m^m $m\m$wmi
II n

^gtoT^ ^ * i

* 3% g*flmf5R%: mw&t II ^ II



gfo#fl %Tr^R^3%3 ' (M., III. 3.22)

ft^, aifrfc* *n%sfruiT strict, %3fe?al$r: mmw
ssi*nBfo|tf%«rr ^s¥tft ^q^ n ^ n

*fr«ft|34ta«i3fl*iswe«iRf sftwrfasiprf srw^^rai folWta^r:



wmft ]\ fo^^r it i ii

WiaiT q^sft a^RSR.
| 3f#IT ^fqforf

for st^TtqmRf tqsqfftfo m: II $ II

gqffa qsrrrc jprctsft ^imi

RTfRTfcFPT: ii ^ n

w&ft i crt ipr mm ifit Km
W*ffi ^WR^ I J|W^

I



W: TO^T: i wfar I ?TS: ^J#: II 2 II

iHT MI^ II H II

#r qqiR ?fu sf^rc^PT ^ git RiqgqR: gpfr,.

g^rof ^£Tgs^m*TOF# wfpfa wm-
^ ii ^ ii

$ ft TOTTOmS II vs II

m TO^rf^T sra% I graft: *qg: II % II

^ ^ srto g^ferc n vs n



^ i ^ i inwiftssrcPftRr: I TOT^ Is? ftW^Stft

^fctOT ^ite^i^, i

3tE^ W II ^ II

Wtat*# i *rctrc *m WW Wife i W

sfarc «wr^ ll ^ II

mM ^ti^if *n#^n ii ?° ii



9*19 mUfafri mmi mtor-m&fit i *t

Strife I W ^ STOlfed

Jf^oi^ || II

5R#^cTT^ TOT^ I

*?FT §tt: 5^1: JPlfafrn^ || {\ ||

^ ^ T^d: sn#3T 11 ^ 11.



zzmttt
,

^?rs?r ggifatflforofift: j^jSgr ji^Tot <#sr n ^ h

^wftrn: n ||

^Tff sf$T^ =^£T# TOf | ^I5g[: q^q^Dt
| ?p?RW|^r ^dt

fts^tasf^Rif gf*^ ^sriif

*K*T: I ai|f%cRmqrc{qifSr[ qtfon^ tfqfcq qsrfar-

S^oiqi^^jg^g^igl^Hjf qpnffS*n3: I
3#-



srfq irp M # *fi^far ii ^ II

niiWWTf ftfa—i I ft *wr^

m-. II
?s H

*f: 3HI^ ^ITS^TTO^ ^ ^ imp]: fgg^ff^

II V> f!



vtfk mm <n^R ftrct^ i

*Tf — i S-2?^T Tf^f TIFT

i

' aapft 3$^ <#rccrate:

»

IcW: (II. 6. 72) I 5^%^ fq^m^

'SJFFTT ^ W$ If*^ I

^TlRtSfl ?WmW< I

H^Tlt 5 SW*^ II R\ I!

sfR^#i i
w?f{%, wr^t f^f^i,

3it$s* jf^hs 313 i piir gp# *ro«rei

^iw sfwff W$^ ciiw^ ii v, n



^Ri^rswt «p*: TOt II ^ II

?war Mft tf^^r, ^rat ftfi

^1 RWt 1^1: II =tt II

3R 33 TTIT^ *I*lfar#KW+: II ^ II

(in. 7i) sft sn^i* -^ft^q ffofifi i *%m&

st^N 3SI^fi 5WT II ^ II

ftMw* ^ teit 5n#*rc: ii ^» li



S TO ^Fg |
' Jigffe— > (p^ i. 4. 52

) 55?^#W otl
|i ^» ||

cf^_^^
, ^

cnwtf tfqsrr fcte # ftft 3^ m

3P§^ ftofiil || ^ 11

II II
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^qtl I 'N ^1 Sfeqtfl ' fflTC (II. 6. 75) I ^SH-

i=Kwm ^^ f^ra; n ^ ii

m§ f^snRRnsziwjf n ^ ll

ii ^ ||

|q: W: ai^Srfti q#rfea%«W: I 3RI^

«W%"SRlftlJRl: SmtW#: iNctewRira ^M: II ^ ||



qq^sqwnt: II \° II

foq% %^ |

«tt*r ««w?qita 11 ^ 11

ftofar sfefo 11 33 11



iNf fa§tf?l cR^wn:— l # fit gfit

^ir mi to I s^fai splft^ *rfatr sSWtoj

^gof fto; ll ^ II

ST 5r*N g^T %=#i%fe II \\ II

I *3T |PM ^ll^fc*

fafe iNrfofefafi II ^ II

iKH TOfa ^rotf *r#^ II II

-iOTtf TOFT' *PTOR llfar, cR: W-

^JP' ^C: (II. 4. 105) II \* ||



%^eisRTftqT^r 1 wrcr fiftraf *riir: afe^ni

i^tospnft* ^iwm «g^g^ 11 ^ 11

w^^Rkn^: m&fa 11 ^ 11

qwrrerqq^ fm w^sw^i I^^iwt ^
^fsrrfR: I qqRRlRSRlt ^RI f%|f 5IW 1^%^ WIR^

5101*^ q^br II ^ II

srr^ g^i c^i^ g^sq^r 11 11

ifc^f^T I**!nil 35f*M to—wftft 1 mW
*rcr^ gsqtf q^r: 5wr at qg^f Rcwg^r $??t tori

^rr#rf qwrrz ftqare#^ wrs^: qR%i^ 3%st^u

II Vs
11



^"tirr gf arerif ^ i%fT f^r $mrc«r g^fcq ^ ^1

pras$ arcsraf s^sft ppra^ ii'

# 3HT#; II \C II

*^ to 3^ * * <r?n

*T ^^^ ^ i3[T %^ II ^ ||

«T |ft I *f: 3?r If^T ^ fl mrh ^

tela ^ i «r: ^ *r ^fo ^rj^r *

fe"^ I^ sgsff S sr 5T |^ || So
||



Pi|T % a§N m scft i <ot ggr

?T cFT^ T^|: ^f*PTC%[%I^? ^ || «R ||

I $R qiffaT #39? 3^1 gsfftft

sFAtcT: I
' '

I sfapf 915, W(l

zrfteft ftra f^it m gfs& ftto^i i ^ft^i 3^T%tetT-

fefiR^nft i =3^s<*$ i m t^itf ^^ sf ii n

$t I ^feitsft ^fegtspl f^gfel qfa^ ^

STTfS SRrfcT I iSSFrnfa ft^ti »F3gfj II *^ II



W^ I %T t^ft $ttf^ e TOW? TiflPf TRTI^T

^<mft ott t>tm * *pf% n ^ ii

fctfftft I TO qtfifa: JJ©l^i stomal ^1^-

q flqft ^ jrj^ || ^ ||

m $mw$ ^ * i^r n ii

51 gufo Jf J^TSffcT II V% II

<Rt ^ f^rra^T: n »\s h

WPif #rh i 3*cftf§ j^rcife I



' ftaft ^^ ^ i

m%$mm gs# ff%^ ;jprra; ir |i i

«ifr «n^f flg^reRwrr: 11

Wft *TCR# £Rl: ^Nftg W !R: II

'

^ PR* *Jf!%T #£TCT: II » I

^^Pl%IT€WT^^ftTO|cIT 3$if*R^ §WNItfW:

fssnw:, ^5 <wr 5FTRi wmh. II »^ n



11 »<: II

i: to m ^*RTOft II «^ |i

<rerra: w$ sirat % ^f|^m Itffrnftat f^qfe i «w



>n^Rr%: vm, 11 v ii

^rfc^t **RT ft^TT T^T 3ff% ftWH I

ftprffa: g ws^r^pMt ftt sfcrfc ii^ii

# sft i wif f%ff ^T^f^ f?ra*r *r%sr i

^ aa: toqsj an g?q?r ^ 3*3^ s^tf afe^*#a

1 $mm$ * fola:^ e q;ift ftfiar

Wia Wf%: S^Sgri f^fer RT^WI ft^T 3PRt JTRtft

sqsri w;a: a ansa: ^ gons r%#* ^tra 15 33: srtrt"

^ *T SPTRS^rt^** fl^ ft* ^155 JTITI^ «fR^ I

wfti*. US: II ^11



^5RWT <M a^fit f%^t 5ri^. fa^ stow ^^«tr-

f^raf^q^I^#KI:' (Mahana. Up., 11. 13) ^ g& |

iwfrw^ mm %m wm^mm&ftww 1

^Rll^tl

%<r %=# sscr^^ tew 11 11

#$tfa 1 m sift #afcMM *r£et

*Nt33I^ I

* JR5TCn#n^ril«T (Pa*. 1. 3. 23)

WRq^ II ^ II



ii w ii

^foft I 3fs*# sfg^i #^ 3^ i

U^##^"l '^ft^BSR^^' (Afoni. I. 1) j

5^R%^T:' 1^: (III. 3. 16) | 3fci&3 9318

?N)r II ^8 II

^iS#WF9%s?T si^Tp: ll V\ II

%*wt iraiftaw.^ ll ^ n



Arctic—3zx | 33ft

«R: I to: ^3 ira#T TOO^T % : Rfc ^
^N>: II ^ II

atfrctf g^ pnrr
i

wkt ii ^ ll

siTte&mifa gtf pig; wmt i

«fq% ?T WT: II ^ II



^ el si sfe^ i sfprcsp^ f%

^mi^. S£%3 9%: Wftfi 1R: II So ||

WA v^im—
IT^T^n^ ^ft^I %f?PTI$

I

^FT 33343 p& II ^ II



qRq^n^ wrc^ tfffa^t ^T^ST^ ^^fw-

mwm 3xr s^rcNs^ II ^ ii

<$wi ft^ite: i
qarr ^ iRifar

^mMf|R: || ^11

*ftt 3rcd| ?mr *mn$tf ii

^^t# w ^s^a* ft^ftiftit



gtwnww i a§%#% n ^« II

wfo i i?igfatft: mi w i f^tsft ^#tsft

g#^ ll ^ ii

g^Hsnpri ^taf ^n^T n ^ 11

sraflftfirar 3n«rei^ i sfo ift $tos: ll ^ ll

^M«rlM<flH^ 3^ ^3R?iqT II II

7



a?r # I erasRSFat farrow I
3cot ^ti

q^gt II Vs
II

3[^IT I*Tffr RTO 5R^[f || ^ ||

iET fttciT fsf&ft %fc> w*^ sifST wfo |

^« ^Tfcir, at ^ra! sptta frsi$T fsNtf ssir

5rf#r ait ^iRi^Rit^ i

^rrftw ^f*t: ^Tftm: h^T II ^ ll

^N*T: ^T: II ^ ||

^ 5IW?i^_3T{Hc§fW&$: II \9o
||



sjRWftlci ^TRT^t T%?lRRKjf II
vso tl

sn^R^frns:—^srratft | ft «ren^. 8ktot ^

II ^ II

<rafr ^ fldct I ^npi ^ ^ra, sratfbrc Rffaa

*i ^dteit: li ^ ll



^^t^ feiNi-w^ra^ li ^ ii
*

It 5H*tl pfi*& ^R^*R^, apt sn&R |ft f^MTIR: |

TOrai: 153^Rh^ ^fegRRER^: Ilvs^fi

mw** sfl^f ^ |

mmfi m$&&\ sliprc^ vfamm'i^
^ Wh I I Tlift tat qgqf *r aRjJ | 5tB-

^T^^: I
' mfifotffo |^ gg^> (in. 73)

5^%: I iMt 1ft 3ff^ JTMPlfi%: || vs«
|*

3T^%r f^iT^ mrfo <mt i



JRlft I *R 3^ fafo: W " 3*1: I cRI: W?I

q##aa!?i95wi^ snu^ ii ^ II

wjgzi ll ^ ll

fWfaRoff T^lil^fcR^ fteST —

^ q^, cr<3$ ^ g£f snft^s^R»n»: m% srat-

I 95* (57-8)

—

qfe%^«l^5t^"%it I

^ ?W *R "foj^™ II

'

Iflft II ^ II



m I

fig wm I Siwfaf ^tfsft: 5T g ^ II ^ II

t%i6tot 3^t#t II ^ II

^^Tsfcillfa 3&tg#lPt ^fWF: ^ ^ I ^

waft snpi«rr n ^ II

STTfTft *Tf^FT $Wtl ^ II Co ||

flHKlSf^Rlfts^I f^ft°i W^^R^tn^ *

WfWf Rq^^q^lf^R s)|§t

*IW: *13pfk: I 1: II <io ||



WW^^: ^ *WT II <^t II

*W mil^ ^? cRpn^ Wffl^^ I

%I |ft I SRtaPt^ §Rt q^T fltSfcte, $flwiT *sf&%-

witf 3 3t Pmm+m^ ^ I ^refsr^ II II

^'fcnfifa: qfe^ %%3 #f^T ^ I WT qTCTRT *WTCR: WW

sm^t mm ftmx$R. a 3 ^ref^^re



aiNtaf torn swi^ ' |f% I qprafog^— $3

3wn^5Pnf^ir' (Vii. 15. 24)'^ ii <^ u

fast^ ^hn%sfi s^i^fq f^rr^ti fir^tapifrqi^Nf

tisr ire ii <c\ n

tft I* IWH 5 =if6t * TOffcft ii ii

^sprais— \ era q^#f

g& 355^ %^k^s^wM m \

1 %m-

^ flt 5^ irctf, ^i^cRftj^rMm asstf sffaR i



W SPR^T 3^: gqrcw Jflqfq qffrft 3^ ^
|| <^ ii

iRT^ $N»R: P&fc cir^i ^Tt «*J+*& ifosM^ €%: ^R:
fl^ER^ ^ot jppj cR^I^ou^ q^fe q^oy 53.^.

i era: §#^9 ^-wwr^rcraw m$ icfaT



i^ftSSfW^fetl 3^ || <^ II

^ for fcs^TO^ im^ II <^ ii

ww\ <ra#t q^ qdsiT^ fo§;«r iaH?§si TcfH?|;

qMg; qj*ft 1 qft qcRig; qj fissftrcsfa * ait qfcfcrcM-

^4 ^fapfe fa=g 3PT% %lf^ I

*flWsfl««i I OTl^^ II CC II

^ f^tfr ^ f*r: 11 ^ 11

g*F3 fft I ^1 3#^T$Rt ^1 SfRof

ft^rrc°i asrra; §*!»*: ^font n^t mg&fft 1 ^| ira^fcs:

%^^t^ fa: I ^ $8ts4tal$: II II



^T^l^ ^iftq 5PH^: II <^o
|)

=^ra; , f%%^ ^^ifagrfrp* i #r # fait

#nn^> & s^r#r, w^ ^

sifSI^ mfcfo sPRlcf: ^offlifa I ^ofr#^#:
i

5JS=[t || ||

5T%H: II M II



m $i i nl: g^rft iforaift ^ sift faraift ^

a^5& £ft ateftM ^gri^^ft II ^ n

^Rpnfifi swift ^3

^m, i f^tS ii ^ ii

qtftfofafrgftfa i *ffe# ? st|*tt ufa sREig 4tar i sra

*ii%raaiR^ii^B5' (^. } in. 3. 22) lately I tert

%I: ? #flfR gtgfsft II V II

£pfajff*Tf I 5 JT^^RRTq; il II



a^RR^T a^ftsrfl i *R*«#j|»;5ai Rfo.fl#,r R^few-

^pl^Ri^ I

' ^S^grq: » (III. 3. 172) J

II ^ II

mjfc% w^is^t 11 ^ n

ap^T «n «w at frft^fm z&gi i tor

ft^rrt^i^^T^feiT ji^rt *i«rtw m&ft fe^i

ft* II ^ II

sptff *f: ft^foer^ $3^ ft?t 8% I



5^:' (III. 85) ffcf $%%&f WI«I^ m&lfo

^W^WU sfs^I S ft^Sftf^I^ qsjpl^ iflifa I

^ SWWT TTET Iget OTT^p: SWT fag $f *wif

^

wilfsf snft ^ qft # qf^T qf^^T gift ^

R^IHUI-HL II 'VUI



^TcR *I snfft^rf : I Wit JT, ^R^t ^ I ^TF Slfft

4
sfH =g^ Rttfi^ t^ww; I

fi^Ws^swi II

«rat flffeRJ q^^cT: II M II

stftaRFtf ^ 1^ II II



tfr 5jrt& fifoft ft&rc %saft$ ^afofaraft

*H ll II

art ^ #t s%sfa 3te II 11

3*^sot^wf>: i ^Ste^t gsira ^ R^ai^
g%sfq I! M ll

U I U I I M | ^ |
aj^t

I
v»

| %
AH gs^T: qWR^I ^T^™: II ^08 ||



fe^rr tot Ste^t 51$ to ss*wij1 ft+K^Q&Rui M~

%U ' 5Wt^IPra^R^' |t (C7L VIII. 6. 6) \\\oH\

5%3T^T?T 5flHT II II

^TT% I art gswratwr mi$m $Km

' mi: foSPIT ^ tRWJT s*r#ra: ' [Mah. Mr., XI. 13) #

a

fafenfisT II ||

g^i %ra^T f^apraifewr: II ii

8



{CA. VIII. 6. 6) || \ot II

sak+rtvi 'i^i^ ^rfs^Tt: li li

vmss WRgrt prft# cratf^ iprmFf

$|taRt i craw iqgsRtf^ ot f^^l^qfq^m^^ jrsr

i3 "wrrtw^ li li

^rf^^%#^" qni^i ^ f5$ ii ii

f% §HTf£^#f |

$m la^i: i >^^t 3 pg^w^ || ^ ||



^ ftrq Tj^B^Fn II ^ ||

to^l: ^qp?^ q^T^ q^lfe 3^Rtf

ftfc ^tIstosw n ^ ||

*#! ^MSr&q; I 5WT %E (16)

—

35? inssr: er^ii: ^n^rroif issrfi: n

»

-ffcl i qrw5^:

—



IV. 14, 16-17)

^ ^ ^fasw Ifss |gJii^T%^ q^rc; g^i ^^or

II m II

s^ft I spared tifo w^f ^aiwif iRspfr

5^' ^PR; (II. 6. 72) | qifl^ m |
:

=^KI\ WIT Wf 9* S^!^^ Jtfte^ iR^fa

g^T^I qrjl ?n%^]5t^ qte^tf: II ^» u

^fcr^rt w^m% n \\\ u

tor sft i feat 3tjft fog^r

f^Ki <#fa>r #i f^t



•wtt mzmtfift ^qftft ftw^ n ^ n

^WkMlfa 3^ g^tf || \\§ II

^ f^S^#: || ^ II

^^tt^ fof^sssnqf II II

ftfo ^R^t gfc: $$mf flSs^I flat

3!TfSr^ || II

fa f«d^jfif TO: 35HPff 5<si I

3Tpf^ <re*n^ m^tsq 55?jt ^«rf% ^rt: 11 II

g$ qtWf m ffim i ereiFnfapiEtf

^F#r iPff *R(cT JT^^i I 3PH3^. £fPT3 fo^f^r

fttafe(ct m: II ^ II



i ^i^RHra^ jpt: §3fff mfa

<ftM: i tor 5tarcpn%% spR*iftjMfash n ^Q its

SfifalSRpRira: 3 ^ q|JT: ^S^^^f 3 ^J, W

fl^ra gjrfgat fe?^5WR^ ii > ^ ii

ftt*i *wffc §<r: it ^ ii



^T#R3lftft II ^ II

II U

sjr^srro^wrssrfti tot^ u u

ttsmfc m&mi *mmft 3sr *mz$& ^^^
*^ll ^ II

^pift TOm^^ 5rq^r 11 ^H 11

mvufti ww*& m, to fou %i



tf5f%T faff PJ fcfasnft * sNr II ^ II

*|S fciT flaflfo: ' (II. 76) ^aWWli 31 a fel

far frtfa PRR f1^ si flsft, tout STT%OT sprNrWHI^ I

^li&iR^T f^nft ft%Tfq %5^onfq qr ^ «j3rt ?i i

ilWWHf mi' |§ (IS., 1. 8. 10. 2) i m %i tfsRT^TCT

ftm ijm m% i u&iti for 3"w*f4 foT ssr ftra-

W% i #^ wW^HHVit ii ^vs n



^ II ^ ||

$f 1ST to SJTf^TT^ sii^T I

*rfatf wrci ^fttf JTf#^qsrft;ft, srOr^^^t

II {\C II

sr ^ #35:^ srep^terc ^ m 11 w 11

^irs^^f tfiRrar^frtf g^wt™ sfq^f^gq^r ^%

^TEt I S ^ *f 3<n^ 3$:, 9g |

^Pft ST3- 3 ^, flTSJRW fsR ^ 3: I f*J#fa ^ g

II ^ II

1% ^^r^TRW^ft^^cTRr ^TfTiR^Hq^Rr 55n%«rR



faqfaprffc afa^ Wofii SWfe ST¥TR: S^sfoflfe-

II \\o II



W^^^i^q I gp^:—'?in# snsr tor 35-

83^' (1. 26) |f% 1 ?w: qfMts^ I few jrI ?t!5[-

35, ^ ^ ^rcftfti «nr Jndft i m i—
' 5n?i3^PRpnfi*n5n^' (iv. 81) ^if^rr II ? u

^ H3U*k*< 11 ^ 11



aft ^irji^^l^™rq^^^R^i3%?^; i ^ ftfa-

-ro^ft^ ww^MMlNa^N II =l II



W^Wt Tt II 3 ll

m^m ft^R^ i

^31%^ gfsrr %^«mn*i: ii 2 ii

*wtM^ mmn— £b£r t

t^TC^^ srsjft %Ff: I

TOf^qW#W II H II

tor^j; mfa fam ^mmlm^wh



13 a?wa^rar-?nrt:»

(i. 4i) 1^1 wm&m wfoft I *Q ^ qrafCT^-

ft%fl %cjf% Wto3#jcT: Sfflf^ qtor^^ ' (I. 1) I

•5iwiTq^^3^ *tm^ ^w^ly tfwcn swrfa: ^t^rt-

mm- ^I^R: tffost 3*:—^ tfqfEPFl site <wk: II ^ ||

<R*Wfti | 5R*tf <$r$W #rR*IT a^:f*0Tfoftcr

^ ^T^R^lf^qT: ^T^qT: *FT5fi spaRT: ^

W sfl^TTM*!: (1.51) ^ | a^Rfosgra:

^fra^T Jlto: qqk: II
^

||



mm ^3: ^ m ^RM ? 5J %TT MHldfclt: I

m n <: II

ssstrw g^t: wti fan n ^ 11

3^rr a putter *rra: II II

irisrai »ratoif .
sn°ft ^ng: wfrti sm



%*h: s^itot ii u n

q%flft ffisfolffif %m\fil ¥flfPr ^ ct^T I aircpft

(5rA. Up., IV. 3. 15) ^ Sj^R<#Tfjft 3^: Sr^lfrm

<#q% rcf^R^i#a:fci&ft fN spn^r gfam #F5f%:

# 'ftftlf:W (ilfap. III. 45) fft ^Sj& || ^ ||

^ g#T *ptfm ^rf^ II ^ II

^ fajpjfil fafog^ '^f.^i— » (Ganasutra) $t

#g^ *m w&m<w<\ 11 ^ n



sWOTt tg: I a $: ? TO ^I^f #t 3%^^ tm- ififa: I %fq 5Flg^ls%I#: II ^ ||

g#^rw# it w ii

«rj%siciT?siT2ii sn% s#^ T^ft gpiRf crafts

Srercro^ 13: | crt afa^ w£ s^Kst ^

spit *Rt s?riW te*

9



%T#i

—

S^cW SRtoTC:W ^ ft II ' fft I

^wifiaftfcr *r I femf i #i %i far gtf *

^ TO # ff$ft# 5J5# ' (Kat. Up., II. 12) $t I

* aSPRfasnsritaR^fe ' (iTat. 2) ffr |

eft ftrofi^wrpin^ II

sppraSRT I' (JTa/. VI. 10-11)

^ m par ^4 qith n >

0?w. II. 15)

[Mahdm. Up., 24. 2) |^



' feci m ^{IGwiPl to I

«ira«r ^n^n^' up., n. 2. 6)

^^^1— (I. 1. 8)

etftft% 5TR«pqt f|m^ II ' (VII. 25)

aFF^ft *nfa q^gftf q^f i#3; || (XII. 246. 34)

{Sve. Up., II. 8)



qft 5*5: slit qft m 1N$TO: II

sift teRRtsft sjRsrarfftRft ii

'

fNfawrf ^TOWtest 11 ' (VI. 15)

'^st^: mm.' (V. 5) ^ I gnfcqgqfr

—

' swift 3ti q^spkra; i

Tt^Ft

—



* T%fo^S*^ W$ TO II

%i qt TOfiift^iH 3^ II

'

*nffil
—

^ra^l WWI%IW fTwm,,



te*%RRircfti!at gl^wifi^^w^ a5?^n?raifiw%R-

I ife^ *f fifWH«4 <%lf^t% ^[SROrftfrq-

iraraifiNft: i flqffcmsFFRto^m gq :% ^ftft

m 'a 3^ I^lft' (5rA. III. 9. 26) |ft

I ?n^isRiRjRErapn^ sfe^ a*FH5§N

# mi ' (iv. 29) $t 3, H3*qrrq%? igianoprt flifar#ffc.

#W |& (4iT., I. 5. 8) '^^tew?^^ffe^»



& {AK.,lll. 1. 79) ^ qfeppp^p^^MlWP^

*SN» ^' si fcj^wft (Xiii. 5) ^ ipppu

=g ^r^rrp«it ijfospra ftf ^ sr^rnfr ;*TfRH-

^aaraf fair q&m II

'

' ^^f^Tt Jflf:
> (JTfl/. Up., III. 12-13) |

w^wfttw%i '^33^3^' (in. 16)

5Pc^5q^FR«n#^ ftg swift 1 c^lfe
—

' a

S^ft ' (5rA. £//>., III. 9. 26) |fi f^T #*fc^3^



? ft R^qftqfeR ^ zmffi i snsir^M^ir

^N, 'tor: g^r#RT:' sft wrr^a^ *rarft #<rasf% ^

fefolfo I %4 %^ 'JPlfNipBsq^' (Brh. Up., IV. 4. 19)

'*ra^w^> {Kat. up.,w. ii) ^gattsana^qgqr-

«^RR"RT I

'
5f>PT: j^^Tf— ' (Brh. Up.,

1.5.3) f?ii%qr sTRHRoprr srqfsi rfttf ^mrq^H^-

#9^1 cl^ff q^ftJq^
I mft SRUT ^qf T^TRg^ |

^PWT<U ^Ifq ^[%R ^PRrM^I cW^^



*Rqftr I 5WT ^ ^— 'WW eft q^I I
^grfH-

SEPHJPRfoWT f^folfol^' (1. 48-9) | <ft m^i ?Hff5I

^ s *$qjpp# gsro* 3i ' sft (i. 49) i

' ^ftgt stfftsft f^tfe I

ft ^1 *ra>: fet ^ TO fiWW
IV. 4. 6) iftspfc 'W 3°ra#tS^ 3^f#ft5R!'

# (5G.
5
XIII. 21) ^p#^ TO Wfipt*



Wft ffil #f: ml&fa %Tfft«T spTFctf &\%$ IWil

cfsp^h ^ %r*r siw %^ sr*. n

M$m mi m ^ shj^ I

^ f% iNMtt^ ^ i# II ' it I

viil io) ^nj^n i 'stf %$r ^

(cm. up., win. 6. 6) s^si
i

si =g argj^nftwiw-

—

if& wr ^^i^ri^^ II

'

' flf^fl S01^ 3?T«5*?F& I

Tissi 3 *iH^ ^ 3?R^ II



mv^ ^ i

clef: %ft *r*# ?IF?^ j

# ^Rt 3R«1T f^P#cP*. U

'

^ ^1 ^Pfa 51% aft^ ||

t^it ^ TOimra; i

1 1%5% WMW %*tl^f: I

mm "Wt fera; i

#aiP^: Sfl ^?^T: II

^5*tt sniff 5frf^# ^ I



mwi ^ur^M %f^L»RB* ^

sirar: i
a^s^taR^rasrc^ i*m> I wit I

c

%n*rrat gori snfe 5RF<rcres: i

apRT #RTift II ' VI. 41-2)



^TR ^ 'i^WIR%^T' (I. 12)

stsr^j fifo^t snored *Htsft 1 ag^ grfeg—

aRTOIWl^l cI^T 9tE: 3^} *Rft II ^ I!

toft ^pn topi gs^fiiaq ii ^ ii

^T** I

4

^raiSrlt ^ ' VI. 3. 26) f-tfRS I

%i *r #^ i ' srag*— ' (Pap., v. 4. 77) ^nfciT

<5i3 q€t ter: f^: i §ptT g^cfir

gjfe^wrf s^ tfftfciR'W sw^ ^#^1 ft^fw |



w&w ? ii ^ ||

§l?rr sifaft &?re#r n ^ ii

IsffijR^pi^ tti sfte qref ai fate I

<0foR%WFTraT^ II \6 II

3Rh ipiPfarpfawiRT: II ^ II



S*PT ^ rtM: II ^ II

iag4 i t%r$ft i %w ^Roig^t

.1% cff^TTC I TOT mzm'. wm:, *pt)r°t: irmipr

f^ii sfo #r sfr i graft tera: i

zimm-. i tots$ wVrBfa #i w: i s%5r

^ #ii tot arw sipqi II



TO cfT^RTftra cIR^^RHWF: II

5R^R TOFtiqra ^ ^ I

^ m w*w 3lfe l

TO cRqtfinfo^wft sft: il ' VI II

Wl: II ^ II

^^41 *TW*WI*il ft I

^*TC^5rWJTlf*r:ll II



mfm—

S§ II II

^ i cisf aqfafaswi^^ tot ^rro^r utot

ififtfcTOfl'W W&ti 9#<&l£n JT^rat: si#wfeqt:

' gsnft st«j: q^ m-. qsfqtoifefffaita i

SMft q^dTOTOTC II V* II

tt=rt^t ^21^ fwft^: |

fit *t ft * teft^ n r$ n
10



usdfa I "Wi 'prat iHew wraa: wrarug^

Sl¥t# ft *T farf ? ^ tetflteW II ^ II

*at ^ranli TOjf^ft°i i§lW ^5:, *N*awR3RP#

^ ^ra%_(72)

—

if ^ if^if <pn^ qpNt «TRon II

'

ff?t 11 11

*R: i%tft mf^dt f^|: ftsrct^ I

s^r^ ftsg^rf JT5fR^ II 11



tft'M |& I *RW. si 31$ srM: $Rt I cRt

II \t II

Sts*WNW4 TF^ ^nft ?RRl^ I

^f&Rfjflfc* ^iFR: 5ff% ^ I

^msp^Mk ^*F3fam ira: 11 ^° 11

R^£l R^W* «Rt %FRT^ II 3* H

sresi 1 tost fcgraai ^efrarat jr! slrct *srrc#ailt

3T|DT qfa^, ftfal %ST ^RfclT frr|§t ^RtS^:-



fwnt wfc $M sngte II V*. II

m %w>my%m \ m& $4 *eT ii 33 n

55qt H# | ^TM" S^lft #5fI<#H ^RRRlft

sipwift si swifo^sfoipiT ^I'kra^ s^m i #^Rf

II ^ II

s% s% 5iT|: $M sqsgpret l

3^*wk^RT^ft frrofrora: ii \% ii

|Et I 3^1 3>q ^ RI|#?FcT I

$q teifii qsrqj* sq^sraif—a^ftft i ^q^R^ra:



snr 1 3?#tw^ 11 ^ 11

cTT^Tt TOT #IT T^WT ^lR5Rli^ st&IRT I

^t%j
tt siM Riqiw UraW^^r

irasraifts ^1% #<rr 11 ^ 11
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HATHAYOGAPRADIPIKA

FIRST CHAPTER

1. I Salute the primeval Lord [Siva], who

taught [ParvatI] the Hathayoga-vidya, which is as

:a stairway for those who wish to attain the lofty Raja-

yoga.

Commentary

Nearly every work on Yoga and the Tantra-s is in the form

•of an exposition by Siva, the great Yogin, to his consort ParvatL

"The word hatha is composed of the syllables ha and tha, meaning

the Sun and the Moon, i.e. Prana and Apana. Theiryoga or union,

i.e. Pranayama, is called Hatha-yoga. In this stanza and through-

out the work, it is stated that Hatha-yoga is only a means to

Haja-yoga.
c There can be no Raja-yoga without Hatha-yoga

and vice versa
5

(II. 76 below).

2. Svatmarama Yogin, having saluted his Lord

•and Guru, teaches the Hatha-vidya solely for the attain-

ment of Raja-yoga.

By using the word ' solely
5

it is made plain that the object

of practising Hatha-yoga is to prepare for Raja-yoga, and not

to obtain the siddhi-s (psychical powers). These powers are only

incidental and secondary. The course of Hatha-yoga is meant

to give complete control over the bodily organs and the mind,

so that the Yogin might keep good health and not be troubled

during the ensuing course of Raja-yoga, which will lead him to

Xaivalya or final emancipation.
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3- To those who wander in the darkness of

conflicting doctrines, being ignorant of Raja-yoga, the

most compassionate Svatmarama Yogin offers the light

of Hatha-vidya.

Here the author says that it is impossible to obtain Raja-*

vidya by any other means than the Hatha-vidya, that is through-

Mantra-yoga, Laya-yoga, contemplation on the images of the

various deities, etc. The name of the author, Svatmarama Yogin,

is very suggestive. It means one who delights in communion*

with his higher Self. This represents the last of the seven stages,

of knowledge (jnana) :

e The Brahmavaristha is one who sports

and delights in his higher Sejf.' The seven stages are thus des-

cribed in the Yoga-vasistha, one of the most authoritative works*

on Yoga: One who has rightly distinguished between the per-

manent and the impermanent; who has cultivated a feeling of
dislike towards worldly pleasures; who, having acquired full

mastery over his organs, physical and mental, feels a deep yearning-

to free himself from this cycle of existence, has attained the first

stage: subheccha, or a longing for the Truth. He who has pondered

over what he has read and heard and has realized it in his life*

has attained the second stage: vicarana or Right Inquiry. When
the mind, having abandoned the many, remains steadily fixed'

on the One, he has attained the third stage: tanumanasa or the

attenuation of mental activities. Till now he is a sadhaka or

practitioner. Having reduced his mind by the three previous

stages to a state of pure sattva, when he cognizes directly in himself

the truth,
c

I am Brahman he is on the fourth stage: sattvapatti

or attainment of the state of sattva. Here the Yogin is called

knower of Brahman (brahmavid). Till now he was practising-

Samprajnata Samadhi, or contemplation in which consciousness

of duality still lingers. The three remaining stages form the

Asamprajnata Samadhi, i.e. having no consciousness of the triad

r

knower, knowledge and the known. When the Yogin is unaffected

by the siddhi-s that manifest themselves at this stage, he attains-

the stage called asamsakti (being unaffected by anything). The:
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Togin is now called brahmavidvara. Till now he goes about per-

forming all the necessary duties of his own will. When he sees

nothing but Brahman everywhere, that stage is called pardrthd-

bhdvini, i.e. where the external things do not appear to exist.

Here the Yogin performs his functions prompted by another.

He is called brahmavaristha when he has attained the seventh and

last stage during which he neither performs his daily duties on his

own or prompted by others, but remains in a state of perpetual

Samadhi. The author of this work is said to have attained this

stage as his name Svatmarama shows.

4. Matsyendra, Goraksa and others knew well

the Hatha-vidya. The Yogin Svatmarama learnt it

by their favour.

5-9. Siva, Matsyendra, Sahara, Anandabhairava,

CaurangI, Mlna, Goraksa, Virupaksa, Bilesaya, Man-

thana, [Bhairava, Siddhi, Buddha, Kanthadi, Koranta-

ka
?
Surananda, Siddhapada, Garpati, Kaneri, Pujya-

pada, Nityanatha, Niranjana, Kapalin, Bindunatha,

Kakacandisvara, Allama, Prabhudeva, Ghodacolin,

Tintini, Bhanukin, Naradeva, Kharida, Kapalikaand

many other great Siddha-s, having conquered time

by the power of Hatha-yoga move about the universe.

10. The Hatha-yoga is a sheltering monastery

for those scorched by all the [three] types of pain

(tapa). To those engaged in the practice of every

kind of Yoga, Hatha-yoga is like the tortoise that

supports [the world].

The three types of pain are ddhyatmika, ddhidaivika and ddhi-

bhautiha. Adhydtmika is of two kinds: bodily and mental; the

ddhidaivika are those sufferings caused by planetary influences;
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and the adhibhautika, those caused by creatures like tigers^

serpents, etc.

11. The Yogin desirous of obtaining siddhi should

keep the Hatha-yoga very secret. For it is potent

when kept secret and ineffective when [injudiciously]'

revealed.

In this book, the author describes these processes in detail y

but still he says that the Yogin should keep them secret. So it is

plain that everything is not revealed and the most important

processes are to be learnt direct from the Guru. It follows that

he who begins to practise Hatha-yoga after a theoretical study of
it and without a Guru will come to harm. The adhikarin or

candidate should have the following qualifications : He should

perform his duties, and be free of personal motives and attach-

ments. He should have perfected himselfin Yama and Niyama, to-

be 'described later, and cultivated the intellect. He should have-

conquered anger. He should be entirely devoted to his Guru and
the Brahmavidya. No wonder that the Masters refuse to admit

all candidates indiscriminately and say that an adept is the rare

efflorescence of an age.

Siddhi refers either to the eight siddhi-s or psychical powers,,

or to Kaivalya or Nirvana, which is the attainment of spiritual

perfection. The eight siddhi-s are: animan, the power to assume a
minute form; mahiman, the power to assume an extensive form;

gariman, the power to become weighty; laghiman, the power to-

become light; prapti, the power to reach the proximity of even

distant objects; prakamya, the power to obtain what is desired;-

is'itd, the power to shape anything as desired; and va&tva, the

power to control anything.

12. He who practises Hatha-yoga should live

alone in a small matha (monastery) situated in a place

free from rocks, water and fire to the extent of a bow's
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length and in a virtuous, well-ruled kingdom, which is

prosperous and free of disturbances.

' Free from rocks, water and fire —These are considerations

not to be passed over lightly by anyone who wishes to pursue the

arduous course of Yoga. By e water 5
is meant here dampness or

wetness.

13. The matha should have a small door, and
should be without any windows; it should be level and

without any holes; it should be neither too high, too

low, nor too long. It should be very clean, being well

smeared with cowdung and free from all insects.

Outside, it should be attractive with a small hall

(mandapa) , a raised seat and a well, and surrounded by a

wall. These are the characteristics oi&yoga-matha as laid

down by the Siddha-s who have practised Hatha-yoga.

If it is very high there will be great difficulty in getting up;

and if very long the eye will wander far. Nandikesvara adds to-

this,
c The monastery should be surrounded by flower gardens

and groves so that the eye of the Yogin resting upon them might

become calm. On the walls of his room should be drawn pictures-

of the cycles of existence and the attendant miseries. There

should be depicted a burning ground and the naraka-s, i.e. the hells

or places of purification after death, so that the mind of the Yogin

• will conceive a dislike and distaste for worldly life.
3

14. Living in such a monastery [the Yogin],

being free in mind of all cares, should practise only

Yoga all the time, in the way taught by his Guru,

The necessity of having a Guru by one's side when practising

Yoga is here strongly dwelt upon. The Yogabija says:
c He who-

wants to practise, Yoga should have a competent Guru with mm.
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He should begin Pranayama only with the guidance of his Guru.'

The work called Raja-yoga also states :

c Kaivalya is not to be got

by any amount of study of the Veda-s, Sastra-s and Tantra-s,

without the guidance of a Guru.' In the Skanda-purana it is saidf
* The eight stages of Yoga are to be learnt only from a competent

Guru.
3 And Suresvaracarya declares that only through the Guru

can the eightfold Yoga be learnt. The sruti says

:

c The Mahatman-s
reveal those things only to him who has a deep devotion towards

his Guru as well as to God. Only he who has an Acarya or Guru
loiows.' The various standard books on Yoga are, I think, meant
not so much for beginners and students, as for Guru-s to use as

guide-books to regulate their pupils' training. In Hatha-yoga,

where a mistake may end in death or insanity, it is absolutely

necessary to have a Guru, who has passed successfully through

the course, who can see clearly through the system, and observe

the effects of the various processes and modify them accordingly.

15. Yoga fails by the six [causes]—over-eating,

over-exertion, excessive talk, the observance of [un-

suitable] disciplines, promiscuous company and un-

steadiness.

The disciplines referred to are bathing in cold water early in

the morning, eating only at night and fasting frequently.

16. Yoga succeeds by the six [qualifications]

—

zeal, bold determination, courage, true knowledge,

firmness [of belief in the words of the Guru] and re-

nunciation of the company of [unsuitable] people.

[To do no harm, to speak the truth, to refrain

from taking what belongs to another, to preserve

continence, to practise forbearance, to have fortitude, to

be merciful, to be straightforward, to be moderate in

diet and to be pure—these ten constitute Yama.]
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All these aspects of Yama refer to deed, word and thought.

[Austerity (tapas), contentment, belief in God,

charity, worship of God, listening to the exposition of

[Vedantic] doctrines, modesty, a discerning mind,

japa (repeating prayers) and sacrifice (huta)—these

ten constitute Niyama, the experts in Yoga say.]

These are clearly explained in the Sandilya-upanisad thus:

Tapas is the austerity of the body by the observance of fasts, etc.

.Samtosa means contentment with what one obtains unasked. Astikya

means a faith in the teaching of the Veda. Dana means giving

•with devotion what one has lawfully acquired. On this point

the Bhagavad-gita says (XVII. 20) : Sattvikadana or charity consists

in giving gifts to a worthy person who does nothing in return, in

a proper place and time, simply as a matter ofduty. Isvarapuja

means worshipping with a calm and clear mind Visnu or Rudra.

Siddhantasravana means the study of Vedanta. Modesty means a

repugnance to doing a thing prohibited by the Veda-s and Sastra-s.

Discerning mind (mati) means devotion to the courses laid down in

the Veda-s. Japa is practising the mantras that are not prohibited

fay the Veda-s, as taught by the Guru. It is of two sorts: audible

and internal. Internal japa is repeating the mantras
.
mentally.

'The course of development here laid down would seem to everyone

the most natural and at the same time the most effectual. The

^attainment ofYama and Niyama comprises all the active and the

passive virtues. The four sadhanas, or the necessary qualifications

of a sisya or disciple, namely discrimination between the permanent

;and the impermanent; perfect indifference to the objects of desire

from the lowest forms of earthly life to that of the Demiurgos; the

:attainment of the sixfold qualities; and the intense desire for and

incessant striving after liberation—all these are included in the

first two stages of Yoga. By these means the mind 'is naturally

-weaned away from any attachment to worldly objects, and conse-

quently is in a fair way to succeed in concentration. The Asana-s

.and Pranayama come at the right time and remove any disturbing
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element arising from the body and its proclivities. The way to*

the higher path is now smooth and easy. But the ground is hard,

to tread and very few have the courage to go through it or the

patience to persevere under repeated failures; so that nearly

ninety-nine out of a hundred practitioners are frightened by the-

outlook and begin at the easiest and most practical point, i.e..

Asana and Pranayama. They imagine that the great and stupen-

dous results laid down will follow the easiest physical processes

in an inconceivably short time and take to them with avidity for

some months. But not finding even a shadow of the glorious-

powers prophesied, they give up the whole effort. These escape:

lightly. But many commit serious mistakes in the processes and

end their lives as maniacs or suicides. These do not realize the

important fact that the tremendous powers are promised as a result

of a course of Pranayama, only when it is practised by one who-

has perfected in himself the moral and the spiritual qualities

included under Yama and Niyama. This point is beautifully

brought out in the Yoga-vasistha in the following story:

A samnyasin retired into the jungle and practised Pranayama-

for many years, but without realizing any of the powers foretold..

He then went to a sage and reverently asked him to teach him Yoga.

The sage told him to remain with him, and for the first two years

met all his pupil's eager solicitations for instructions with
c Wait 5

..

Gradually, the samnyasin grew accustomed to the situation and.

forgot to trouble his master any more for instruction. At the end.

of twelve years, the rsi one day called to him his pupil and asked-

him to pronounce the syllable Om. When the samnyasin came;

to the first letter, Recaka, or the process by which the air in the

lungs is exhaled, set in naturally. When he finished the second

letter, Puraka, or the process of inhalation, set in. At the end of"

the third letter, Kumbhaka, or the process of retention, started.

As a spark of fire catches in a field of sun-dried grass and the whole

is in flame in a few minutes, so the pronunciation of the sacred

.

syllable roused into activity the spiritual faculties that lay dormant:

hitherto in the pupil, and in a short time he had passed the initial

stages of Pratyahara, Dharana and Dhyana, and settled into the::

pure and elevated state of Samadhi.
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Our interest in the story lies in the fact that the sage patiently-

waited for the natural unfoldment of the pupil's spiritual tendencies

and the purifying ofhis nature through his association and surround-

ings. He chose the right time and seeing into the nature of the

pupil as into a glass, brought about in a simple way results psychical

and spiritual, that persons, unacquainted with the rationale of"

Yoga and without the guidance ofa Master, labour years to obtain.

If these were understood and their importance fully realized,

there would be fewer victims and failures.

17. Asana-s are treated of in the first place as

they form the first stage of Hatha-yoga. Asana-s

make one firm, free from maladies and light of limb.

Asana is said to make one firm because it kills out the Rajo-

guna that causes fickleness of the mind. By removing diseases

it facilitates concentration; for Patanjali says: 'Disease, dullness^

doubt, inattention, sloth, worldly-mindedness, false notions, missing

the essential and instability are the causes of the distraction of the

mind and they are the obstacles.' Heaviness of body arises from

a preponderance of Tamas, and Asana-s remove this. Though it

is impossible to explain clearly and realize the important truths

that underlie the various Asana-s, till the human system is under-

stood in all its intricacy and detail, still it can be said that the

various postures bring about many important results, physical'

and otherwise. For example, during some of them, various nerve

centres are activized; these effectively help to control the irregu-

larities in the body and what is more wonderful, but not less true,

is the purification of our mental nature, i.e. the suppression of

some of our animal passions. Several diseases brought on by an

excess of or irregularity in the humours of the body—wind, bile

and phlegm—are removed by the Asana-s. Physiologists will'

find here a vast field for their researches.

18. I proceed to describe some of the Asana-s*

accepted by such sages as Vasistha and Yogin-s such:

as Matsyendra.
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Vasistha and Matsyendra were both Dhyanin-s and Yogin-s.

"But the former leaned more to Dhyana and the latter to Yoga.

19. Having correctly placed both soles of the

feet between the thighs and the knees, one should sit

balanced and straight-bodied. This is called Svasti-

jcasana.

20. Place the right ankle next to the left buttock

and the left [ankle] next to the right [buttock] . This

is Gomukhasana, and resembles the face of a cow.

21. Place one [the right] foot firmly on the other

[left] thigh and the [right] thigh on the other [left]

foot. This is called Virasana.

22. Press the anus firmly with the ankles in

•opposite directions and sit well poised. This is Kurma-
•sana according to the Yogin-s.

23. Assuming the Padmasana, insert the hands

between the thighs and the knees; planting them firmly

on the ground, rise in the air [supported by the hands].

This is Kukkutasana.

24. Assuming the Kukkutasana posture (bandha),

wind the arms around the neck and lie on the back

like a tortoise. This is called Uttana Kurmasana.

25. Taking hold of the toes with the hands

[keep one arm stretched in front and] draw [the other]

up to the ear as if drawing a bow. This is called

Dhanurasana.

26. Place the right foot at the base of the left

thigh, and the left foot outside the right knee. Take

lold [of the right foot by the left hand and the left
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foot by the right hand] and remain with the body-

turned around [to the left] . This is the Asana described

by Matsyendra.

27. This Matsyendrasana, [which increases-

appetite by] fanning the gastric fire, is a weapon
which destroys all the terrible diseases of the body;

with [daily] practice it arouses the KundalinI and makes,

the Moon steady in men.

Above the root of the palate, the Moon is said to be located,

ever dropping cool, ambrosial nectar that is wasted by mixing*

with the gastric fire. But this Asana prevents it.

There is a curious story told of Matsyendra, who is said to be

the pupil of Adinatha or Siva. Once, Siva went to a lonely island

and, finding it uninhabited, taught his wife Parvati, the mysteries

of Yoga. A fish that happened to approach the shore heard every-

thing and remained motionless, with its mind concentrated.

Adinatha perceived that the fish had learnt the Yoga and, being'

extremely merciful, sprinkled water upon him. Immediately,

he became a Siddha possessing a divine body and was called

Matsyendra.

This is deeply symbolical and suggestive. Compare the

story of the Matsya Avatara and the fish to whose horn the Hindu.

ark of Vaivasvata was tied during the flood. For some valuable

hints towards the elucidation of this, see the article by Madame
Blavatsky on c Lamas and Druses

3
in The Theosopkist, June 1881,.

p. 196 footnote.

28. Stretch out both the legs on the ground

without bending them, and having taken hold of the

toes of the feet with the hands, place the forehead upon

the knees and rest thus. This is Pascimatanasana.

29. This most excellent of all Asana-s, Pascima-

tana, makes the breath flow through the Susumna^
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stimulates the gastric fire, makes the loins lean and

removes all the diseases of men.

30. Plant the hands firmly on the ground and

support on the elbows the sides of the navel, [the body]

raised in an elevated posture in the air like a rod [i.e.

straight and stiff, the feet above the ground on a level

with the head]. This position they call Mayura.

This posture resembles the plant balance in the modern

^course of gymnastics on the parallel bars.

31. The Mayurasana cures quickly all diseases

! like Gulma (enlargement of the glands) , Udara (dropsy

and other stomach diseases), etc. and overcomes the

imbalance of the humours [namely vdta, pitta, and

kapha]. It reduces to ashes [i.e. enables digestion

of] all food indiscriminately taken, kindles the gastric

fire and causes to be digested [even] the Kalakuta

[a terrible poison].

During the churning of the Ocean by. the gods and the

Asura-s, the first thing that came out was the poison Kalakuta

or Halahala. It began to burn the three worlds and no god

-could be persuaded to hold it. At last Siva swallowed it, but

ere it went down his throat Parvati held it firmly. So, it remained

for ever there and Siva's throat became dark blue. Hence his

name Kalakantha or Nilakantha, i.e. blue-throated. This may
reveal some great cosmic mystery.

32. Lying on the back on the ground [at full

length] like a corpse is Savasana. Savasana removes

fatigue [caused by the other Asana-s] and induces

repose of rnind.
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33. The Asana-s propounded by Siva are eighty-

four in number. Of those I shall describe four which

are the quintessence.

Goraksa says :

c There are as many Asana-s as there are

-varieties of beings. Siva has enumerated eighty-four lakhs and
he only knows them. 5 Of these he selected eighty-four; among
these, four are the most important and useful.

34. These four, Siddha, Padma, Simha and

TJhadra [Asana-s] are the most excellent. Of these

[four] the most comfortable, Siddhasana, can always

be assumed.

35. The Siddhasana [is now described] : Press

the perineum with the base of the [left] heel and place

the [other] foot firmly above the penis [or pubis].

Xeep the chin steadily on the breast. Remain motion-

less with the sense-organs under control and with

steady vision look at the spot between the eyebrows.

This is called Siddhasana; it throws open the door

to emancipation.

36. According to another view, placing the left

ankle above the penis and keeping the other ankle

above it, is Siddhasana.

The Siddhasana described in the previous verse is practised

hy the followers of Matsyendra. The one now described is pre-

ferred by other Yogin-s.

37. Some say this is Siddhasana, others know it

as Vajrasana; some call it Muktasana and others

speak of it as Guptasana. . .
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The posture described first is called Siddhasana. The same,,

when assumed with the right heel against the perineum and the

left foot above the penis, is Vajrasana. The Muktasana consists

in placing one heel under the perineum and the other heel above

it. Guptasana is described in verse 36 above.

38. The Siddha-s know that as among Yama-s

a moderate diet is the most important, and among;

Niyama-s, harmlessness, so among all the Asana-s is

the Siddhasana.

39. Of the eighty-four postures, one should al-

ways practise Siddhasana. It purifies the 72,000 Nadi-s..

40. The Yogin who, contemplating the Self

and following a moderate diet, continually practises

the Siddhasana during twelve years, obtains fulfilment.

41. When the Siddhasana is mastered, of what
f use are the various other Asana-s? When the vital

breath is well restrained by the practice of Kevala

Kumbhaka, the Unmani-avastha, which gives delight,,

arises of its own without effort.

42. When there is complete mastery ofthe Siddha-

sana alone, the three Bandha-s follow without effort

and naturally.

The Bandha-s are Mula-bandha
3 Uddiyana-bandha and.

Jalamdhara-bandha. As these and the Unmani-avastha are

described later on (III. 55 rT.)
s
they are not explained here.

43. There is no Asana like the Siddha, no Kum-
bhaka like the Kevala, no Mudra like the Khecar^

and no Laya (absorption of the mind) like that of the

inner sound (nadd)*
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44. Then the Padmasana [is described]: Place

the right foot on the left thigh and the left [foot] on
the right thigh, cross the hands behind the back and
firmly take hold of the toes [the right toe with the right

hand and the left toe with the left]. Place the chin on

the breast and look at the tip of the nose. This is

called Padmasana; it destroys the diseases of the self-

restrained [Yogin-s].

The secret teaching is that there should always be a space

of four angula-s or three inches between the chin and the breast.

45, 46. Another view: Place the feet with [the

necessary] effort, soles up, on the [opposite] thighs and

place the hands, palms facing upwards, between the

thighs ; direct the eyes to the tip of the nose and place

[the tip of] the tongue at the root of the front teeth^

and the chin on the chest and slowly raise upwards

the Prana [by contracting the anus in the Mula-

bandha]

.

47. This is called Padmasana; it destroys all

diseases. It cannot be attained by ordinary persons*

Only the intelligent on the earth attain it.

48. Assuming well the Padmasana, with the

palms one upon the other [on the lap] fix the chin

firmly upon the breast and contemplating [Brahman]

in the mind (citta), repeatedly raise the Apana upwards

[by contracting the anus] and bring the inhaled Prana

downwards. By this a man obtains unequalled knowl-

edge through the power of Kundalinl [which is roused

by this process].

* 2
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By the union of the Prana and the Apana, the gastric fire

is aroused and the serpent KundalinI that lies coiled around three

and a half times, closing the opening of the Susumna with its

mouth, feels this and, straightening itself, begins to move upwards.

Then the Prana and the Apana should be forced through the

opening into the Susumna. The process described in this verse

is that of the Jalamdhara-bandha.

49. The Yogin, seated in the Padmasana posture,

by steadying the breath drawn in through the Nadl-s,

becomes liberated; there is no doubt about this.

50. Then the Simhasana [is described]: Place

the ankles below the scrotum, on. either side of the

perineum, the right ankle on the left side of it, and the

left ankle on the right.

51. Place the palms upon the knees, spread out

the fingers, and with opened mouth look at the tip of

the nose with concentrated mind.

52. This is Simhasana held in great esteem by the

highest Yogin-s. This most excellent Asana facilitates

the three Bandha-s.

53. Next the Bhadrasana [is described]: Place

the ankles below the scrotum on the sides of the

perineum, the left ankle on the left and the right ankle

on the right [sole to sole].

54. Then hold firmly with the hands the feet,

which are on their sides, and remain motionless. This

is Bhadrasana which destroys all diseases. The Yogin-s

who have become Siddha-s call this Goraksasana.

55. Thus the best of Yogin-s, being free of fatigue

in practising Asana-s and Bandha-s, should practise
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purification of the Nadi-s, Mudra-s, etc. and control

of breath.

56. Asana-s, the varieties of Kumbhaka, the

positions called Mudra [i.e. Mahamudra, etc.], then

concentration upon the ndda (inner sound) comprise the

sequence of practice in Hatha-yoga.

57. The Brahmacarin [one devoted to Brahman,

who leads a chaste life] who, following a moderate

diet, is intent on Yoga, renouncing [the fruits of his

actions], becomes a Siddha after a year. There need

be no doubt about this.

58.
c Moderate diet

3

is defined to mean agreeable

and sweet food, leaving one-fourth of the stomach

free, eaten [as an offering] to please Siva.

The Yogin should fill two parts of his stomach with food

and the third with water, leaving the fourth free for the passage

of air.
c

Pleasing Siva
3 means that he should think that the one

who eats is Siva and not himself; as the Sruti-s say: ' The eater is

Mahesvara, the great Lord.
5

59. The following things are said to be unsalutary

][for Yogin-s] : Things that are bitter, sour, pungent,

salty, heating, green vegetables [other than those or-

dained], sour gruel, [sesame or mustard] oil, sesamum,

mustard, alcohol, fish, flesh including that of the goat,

curds, buttermilk, horse-gram, the fruit of the jujube,

oil cakes, asafoetida and garlic.

By i

bitter % substances such as bitter gourd are meant. Sour

such as tamarind; pungent such as chillies; heating such as jaggery>

which increase the temperature of the body.
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60. Diet of the following nature should be avoided

as unhealthy: food that [having been once cooked has*

grown cold and] is heated again; which is dry [i.e.

devoid of fat] or has an excess of salt or sourness;

that is bad, or has too much of vegetables [mixed

with it].

61. In the beginning, fire, woman [i.e. sex]

and journeys should be avoided. For thus Goraksa

says :

c

Association with bad company, [basking near

the] fire [during winter], women and long journeys,,

bathing early in the morning, fasting, etc. and hard

physical activity should be avoided.'

Basking near the fire, sexual intercourse and long journeys,

to sacred places by foot should be avoided during the early period

of practice. After the novice completely masters the practice,,

he may optionally have recourse to fire during winter, sexual

intercourse with his wife during the proper time (as laid down,

in the Smrti-s), and journeys by foot to sacred places provided

that he is a grhastha (householder) . That this is the view taken by
the author is clear from the verse quoted from Goraksanatha.

Bathing early in the morning brings on cold, and fasting and such

other practices tax the body; therefore these should also be avoided.

Fasting increases the secretion of bile.

62. The following things are suitable to be

taken by the Yogin: Wheat, rice, barley, the grain

called Sastika and purified food, milk, ghee, brown
sugar, butter, sugar-candy, honey, dry ginger, the

vegetable called patolaka, and the five pot-herbs [called

in Sanskrit Jivanti, Vastumulya, Aksi, Meghanada.

and Punarnava]. green gram and pure water.
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63. The Yogin should take nourishing and sweet

food mixed with ghee and milk, etc.; it should nourish

the dhdtu-s, and be pleasing and suitable.

The Yogin can use buffalo's milk if he cannot get pure cow's

milk. He can take various sorts of cakes that are nutritious

and pleasing.

The dhatu-s are seven in number. They are chyle, flesh,

Hood, bones, marrow, fat and semen.

64. Any person who is not lethargic in the pursuit

of different forms ofYoga, attains siddki through practice,

ho he young, old or even very old, sickly or weak.

65. One who is intent on practice will obtain

siddhi, not one who is idle. Toga-siddhi is not obtained

by a mere reading of the Sastra-s.

66. Siddki is not achieved by wearing the dress

fof a Yogin], or by talking about it; practice alone is

the cause of success. This is the truth, without doubt.

67. The Asana-s, the different Kumbhaka-s, and

the excellent Karana-s [positions like the Mahamudra]
are all, in the course of Hatha-yoga, to be practised

till the fruit of Raja-yoga is obtained.



SECOND CHAPTER

1. The Yogin having perfected himself in the

Asana-s, should practise Pranayama according to the

instructions of his Guru, with his senses under control,,

conforming to a beneficial and moderate diet.

2. When the breath wanders [i.e. is irregular],,

the mind is unsteady, but when [the breath is] still*

so is [the mind] still and the Yogin obtains the power

of stillness. Therefore the breath should be restrained.

3. Life is said to exist only so long as there is.

breath in the body; its [the breath's] departure is

death. So one should restrain the breath.

4. When the Nadi-s are full of impurities, the

breath does not go into the middle [Nadi, SusumnaJ.

How then can there be the Unmani-avastha ? How
can there be the attainment of the goal ?

5. When all the Nadi-s, which are full of

impurities, become purified, then only does the Yogin

become expert in the control of breath.

6. So control of breath (Pranayama) should be

done daily with a mind in which the sattvika (pure)

element prevails, till the Susumna Nadi is free from

impurities.

In the above verses, * breath 5
does not mean the air taken

in and breathed out, but the Prana, i.e. the magnetic current

of breath, as it would be otherwise absurd to say that the breath.
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must be made to go to every part of trie body like the right toe,

etc. as indicated in Yoga practice (See Ksurikopanisai, verses 6 ff„)

In the preceding verse, sdttvika-dhi means a mind in which

the Rajasa and Tamasa elements, such as unsteadiness, indolence,

etc. have been overcome by the worship of Isvara, earnestness and
perseverance.

7. The Yogin assuming the Padmasana should

draw in the Prana through the Moon [i.e. Ida or the

left nostril] and, having retained it as long as possible,

should then exhale it through the Sun [i.e. Pingala or

the right nostril].

8. [Again] inhaling the Prana through the

Pingala, the interior should be slowly filled [with

air]. Performing Kumbhaka as prescribed, it should

then be exhaled through Ida.

9. Air should be inhaled by the same [nostril]

through which exhalation was made. Then having

retained the breath to the utmost [till covered with

perspiration or till the body shakes], it should be

exhaled by the other [nostril], slowly, and never fast

[as it will diminish the energy of the body].

10. If the Prana is drawn in by the Ida, it is

ordained that it should then be exhaled by the other

[Pingala] ; if drawn in through the Pingala, then having

retained it, it should be exhaled through the left [Ida].

Those who have perfected themselves in Yama, by

continually practising [breath-control] according to

these instructions through the right and left channels,

have their Nadi-s purified in not less than three

months.
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11. . One should practise well Kumbhaka-s four

times [a day]—in the early morning, midday, evening

and midnight—gradually till they number eighty [each

time].

This comes to about 320 Kumbhaka-s daily. But as it might

"be inconvenient to practise at midnight, it might amount to 240

Kumbhaka-s ordinarily.

12. In the first stage, there is perspiration; in

the second, tremor is felt [throughout the body]

;

and in the highest stage, the Prana goes to the [chief]

place [Brahmarandhra] . So one should control the

breath.

In the first stage, the Prana is retained for twelve mdtrd-s;

in the second, for twenty-four mdtra-s; and in the third, for thirty-six

matra-s. A mdtra is defined to be the time taken for circling the

knee three times, fillipping the fingers once; others say the time

occupied by clapping the hands thrice (as in Atatala) ; the third

definition is the time taken for the breath to go in and come out in

the case of a man who is sound asleep. The first stage of Prana-

yama has a period of twelve and a half breaths. Six such breaths

are called a Pala. The other stages ofYoga—Pratyahara, Dharana,

Dhyana and Samadhi—are only progressions in Pranayama.

When the Prana is restrained for a period of 125 Pala-s, then it goes

into the Brahmarandhra. When the Prana stays in the Brahma-

randhra for about 25 Pala-s, that is Pratyahara. If it remains

there 5 ghatikd-s or two hours, it is Dharana. If it stays for 60

ghatikd-s or one day it is Dhyana. If it is retrained for twelve

days it is Samadhi.

13. Rub on the body the perspiration resulting

from the fatigue [of Pranayama]. By this the body

derives firmness and lightness.
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14. In the early stages of practice, food mixed
-with milk and ghee is prescribed [as the best diet].

Jiut when practice has advanced, such restrictions

need not be observed.

15. As the lion, elephant or tiger is tamed gra-

dually, even so should Prana be brought under control.

"Else it will kill the practitioner.

16. Through the proper practice of Pranayama
[along with right food and proper Bandha-s] there is

freedom from all diseases. By a mistaken course of

Toga, [the practitioner] brings upon himself all diseases.

17. By a wrong course ofPranayama are produced

Tiiccup, asthma, bronchial diseases, pains in the head,

^ears and eyes and various other diseases.

18. One should gradually exhale the breath and

as gradually inhale it; one should also restrain it gra-

dually. Thus is siddhi obtained.

19. When the Nadi-s are purified, there are

external signs: leanness and brightness of the body are

•definitely produced.

20. When one is able to restrain the breath as

•desired, when the [gastric] fire becomes more active,

and the ndda (inner sound) is heard, there is perfect

health, because the Nadi-s are purified.

21. One who is flabby and phlegmatic should

iirst [before the practice of Pranayama] practise the

rsix acts: Others [who do not have these defects]

rshould not practise them, the [three] humours [wind,

foile and phlegm] being equally balanced in them.
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22. These six acts are named Dhauti, Vasti*

Neti, Trataka, Nauli and Kapalabhati.

23. These six acts that purify the body should

be kept secret, as they produce various wonderful

results, and [as such] are held in high esteem by great

Yogin-s.

24. Here Dhauti [is described] : Slowly swallow

a wet piece of cloth four fingers broad and fifteen

spans long according to the instructions of the

Guru. Draw it out again. This process is called

Dhauti.

A long strip taken from a new muslin cloth would do well.

Swallow a span the first day and increase it daily by a span. The
cloth should also be a little warm.

25. By the efficacy of Dhauti, bronchial diseases,,

asthma, Pliha (diseases of the spleen), leprosy [and

similar skin diseases] and twenty other diseases brought

on by phlegm disappear. There is no doubt about

this.

26. Then Vasti [is described] : Seated in water-

up to the navel in the Utkatasana [resting the body on.

the toes of the feet, the heels pressing against the

buttocks], insert a [small bamboo] tube into the anus,

and contract the anus [so as to draw the water in, shake

it and then expel it]. Such washing is Vasti.

27. By the power of Vasti, Gulma and Pliha

(enlargement of glands and spleen), Udara (dropsy or

other stomach diseases) and all diseases arising from

an excess of wind, bile and phlegm are cured.
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The bamboo tube should be six finger breadths long, and!

a length of four finger ,breadths should be inserted in the anus.

Some practise Vasti without this tube, but it is very dangerous-

as all the water does not come out and so causes many diseases.

The above two processes should not be gone through after a meal,

nor should one delay taking food after these.

28 . This Jalavasti, when [duly] practised, refines;

the bodily constitution (dhdtu-s), sense-organs {indriya-s)

and the internal organ (antahkarana) ; it makes [the

body] bright and increases the digestive power; it

destroys all the disorders in the constitution.

29. Then Neti [is described]: Insert through a

nasal passage a smooth thread of the length of a hand-

span [about nine inches] and draw it out through the.

mouth. This is called Neti by the Siddha-s.

The thread should have no knots. The way to do this is to-

put one end of the thread into the nose and closing the other

nostril with the finger, inhale the breath and exhale it through the

mouth. By a repetition of this process the thread gets into the.

mouth. Then take it and pull it out. One can also pass the

thread through one nostril and draw it through the other.

30. This purifies the [region of the] skull and

makes the sight capable of perceiving subtle things.

Also, Neti soon removes all diseases of the body above

the shoulders.

31. Then Trataka [is described]: Look with

fixed eyes [without winking] at a minute object with

concentration till tears are shed. This is called Tra-

taka by the teachers.
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32. By Trataka, all diseases of the eyes are

xemoved and sloth, etc. are overcome. It should be
•carefully kept secret like a golden casket.

33. Then Nauli [is described] : With the shoulders

bent down, one should rotate to right and left the

•stomach with the speed of a fast-circling eddy. This

is called Nauli by the Siddha-s.

34. This Nauli, the crown of Hatha-yoga practice,

•stimulates the gastric fire if dull, increases the digestive

power, produces happiness and destroys all diseases

and disorders of the humours.

35. Then Kapalabhati [is described]: Perform

Hecaka (exhalation) and Puraka (inhalation) rapidly

like the bellows of a blacksmith. This is called Kapala-
bhati, and destroys phlegmatic diseases.

36. Freed from corpulence, phlegmatic disorders,

impurities, etc. by [the performance of the above]
•six acts, one should practise Pranayama. Then success

[in Yoga] is achieved without strain.

37. Some teachers say that all impurities [of

the Nadi-s] are removed by Pranayama alone and other
.acts [the above-mentioned six] are not accepted [by
them]. ,

38. Then GajakaranI [is described]: [Yogin-s]

•draw up the Apana to the throat and vomit the sub-
stances [food, water, etc.] that are in the stomach.
[This act] the gradual practice of which brings all the
Nadi-s under control is called GajakaranI by those who
know Hatha-yoga.
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39. Even Brahma and the other gods devoted

themselves to the practice of Pranayama because of

the fear of death. So, one should practise control of

breath.

40. So long as the breath is restrained in the body,

so long as the mind is calm and steady, so long as the

vision is directed to the centre of the eyebrows, why
should there be fear of death ?

41. When the Nadl-cakra has been purified by

a properly regulated course of Pranayama, the breath

forces open the mouth of the Susumna and easily

enters it.

42. When the breath flows through the Susumna,

the mind becomes steady. This steadiness of the mind

is the state called Manonmani [or Unmani].

43. To attain it, those who know the procedure

practise various sorts of Kumbhaka-s. By practice of

the various Kumbhaka-s diverse siddhi-s are obtained.

As said in the Bhdgavata-purdna, one obtains, through the

practice of Yoga, all those siddhi-s- that are obtained conjointly

by previous karman, the use of herbs, religious austerities and

mantras.
#

44. The different Kumbhaka-s are now [des-

cribed]: There are eight Kumbhaka-s, namely Surya-

bhedana, Ujjayl, Sltkari, Sitali, Bhastrika, Bhramarl,

Murcha and Plavini.

45. At the end of inhalation (Puraka), the

Jalamdhara-bandha should be practised. At the end

of Kumbhaka and at the beginning of exhalation.

(Recaka), Uddiyana-bandha should be practised.
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The former Bandha is described in III. 70, and the latter

in III. 57.

46. Contracting the throat [in the Jalamdhara-

bandha], and the anus [in the Mula-bandha] at the

same time, and by drawing back the abdomen [in the

Uddiyana-bandha], the Prana flows through the

"Susumna (Brahma-nadI)

.

If one has learned from his Guru the Jihva-bandha, by
practising that first and Jalamdhara-bandha afterwards, Prana-

yama follows easily. But if the Jihva-bandha is not known, then

'the procedure given above should be followed. These three

Bandha-s are to be learnt from the Guru, for if practised wrongly

they bring on various diseases.

47. Raising the Apana upwards [by contracting

the anus] the Prana should be brought downwards from

the throat. The Yogin [then] becomes a youth of

sixteen, freed from old age.

In this the Mula-bandha and the Jalamdhara-bandha are

described; the third, Uddiyana-bandha is not mentioned as it

naturally follows from the above.

48. Then Suryabhedana [is described] : Assum-

ing an Asana on a comfortable seat, the Yogin should

slowly draw in the air outside through the right

NadI (Pin gala).

A work on Yoga describes the daily life that a Yogin is expected

to lead. He should rise at 4 or 6 o'clock in the morning. Having
• contemplated his Guru in his mind and his chosen deity in his

heart, he should wash and clean his teeth and smear himself with

iholy ash. Seated on a soft seat in a pleasant matka, he should

: salute mentally his Guru. Then he should make Samkalpa in
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this form: In the second half of the life of Adi Brahma, that goes

on by the order of Visnu, the great Purusa, in the Svetavaraha-

kalpa, in the Vaivasvata-manvantara, in the first quarter of the

Kali-yuga, in the Jambu-dvipa, in the Bharata-varsa, in the

Bharata-khanda, to the South ofMem, where the Salsa era prevails,

in the sixty year cycle beginning with Prabhava, in the year

„. in the Ayana, in the ...Rtu, in the month of

in the ..half of the month, on the.... day of it, on this holy

day, in the day of the week, in this star, when the yogas

are all very propitious by the command of the Lord, for attaining

Samadhi and its results, I begin to perform Asana, Pranayama,

etc. After performing this Samkalpa, he should offer saluta-

tions to Sesa, the King of the Serpents, that he may successfully

go through the Asana-s. He should then practise the Asana-s

and when fatigued, do the Savasana. He should practise what is

called ViparitakaranI before Kumbhaka. Then having performed

dcamana (sipping water while pronouncing a mantra), he should

salute the great Yogin-s. He should then assume the Siddhasana

and should perform 10 Pranayama-s, increasing the number by

5 every day, until he reaches 80. He should first practise Kevala

Kumbhaka by the right and left Nadi-s. Then follows Surya-

bhedana, Ujjayi, Sitkari, Sitali and Bhastrika, and then the others.

Then the Mudra-s should be practised as taught by the Guru.

He should after that assume the Padmasana and practise concentra-

tion upon the inner sound (nada). In the end he should offer

xip all these to Isvara. Having got up he should bathe in hot

water. Then the daily duties should be performed briefly. The

same process should be gone through at midday. After that he

should take some rest and eat his meal. Then he should take cloves,

menthol, or betel-leaf without lime. After the meal he should

study the Sastra-s that treat of liberation or he should hear the

Purana-s expounded; or repeat the names of Isvara. When it

is an hour and a half to sunset, he should begin to practise as

before and then perform the Samdhyavandana (daily rite of the

dvija). He should not practise ViparitakaranI in the evening

and midnight or after a meal. Then he should begin to practise

at midnight.
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49. [Then] he should practise Kumbhaka, re-

taining [the breath] to the utmost till it is felt from the

hair [on the head] to the ends of the nails [in the toes>

i.e. pervading the whole body]. Then he should

slowly exhale the air through the left Nadi (Ida).

50. This excellent Suryabhedana [Kumbhaka]

should again and again be practised, as it purifies

the brain, destroys diseases arising from excess of wind,

and cures maladies caused by worms [bacteria, etc.].

51. Now Ujjayi [is described]: Closing the

mouth, draw in air slowly through [both] the nostrils

till it [the breath] is felt to be sonorous from the throat

to the heart.

52. Perform Kumbhaka as before and exhale

the air through Ida. This removes disorders in the

throat caused by phlegm and stimulates the [digestive]

fire in the body.

53. It puts an end to the diseases of the Nadl-s

and the dhatu-s, as also dropsy. Walking or standing,

[this] Kumbhaka called Ujjayi should .be practised.

54. Then Sitkari [is described] : Make a hissing

sound with the mouth [while inhaling air] and exhale

only through the nostril. By the Yoga consisting of

repeated practice of this, one becomes a second god of

beauty (Kamadeva).

The hissing sound is made by putting the tongue between

the teeth and breathing in.

55. He becomes an object of high regard among
the circles of Yogini-s; he is able to create and destroy;
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neither hunger, nor thirst, somnolence or indolence

arise [in him].

56. By this practice strength of body is gained,

and the lord of Yogin-s, becomes surely free of afflic-

tions of every kind on this earthly sphere.

57. Then SitaxI [is described]: [Protruding the

tongue a little outside the lips] inhale air with the

tongue [curled up to resemble a bird's beak] and per-

form Kumbhaka as before. Then the intelligent

[practitioner] should slowly exhale the air through

the nostrils.

58. This Kumbhaka named Sitali destroys dis-

eases of the abdomen and spleen and other diseases

as also fever, biliousness, hunger, thirst and [the bad

effects of] poisons.

59. Then Bhastrika [is described]: When the

two feet are placed upon the [opposite] thighs, that is

the Padmasana which destroys all ill effects {papas).

60. 61. Having assumed the Padmasana properly,

with the neck and abdomen in line, the intelligent

[practitioner] should close the mouth and breathe out

the air through the nostrils with effort till it is felt to

resound in the heart, throat and up to the skull. Then

air should be inhaled rapidly till it touches the lotus of

the heart.

62, 63. Again, he should exhale in the same man-

ner and inhale thus again and again. Even as the

blacksmith works his bellows with speed, he should>

with his mind, keep the Prana in his body [constantly]

moving [by Recaka and Puraka]. When tiredness

* 3
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is felt in the body, he should breathe in by the right

nostril.

64. After the interior of the body is quickly
filled with air, the nose should be closed tightly with
the thumb, the ring finger and the little finger.

65. Having performed Kumbhaka as prescribed,

the breath should be exhaled through the left nostril.

This removes the [disorders arising from] excess of
wind, bile, and phlegm, and increases the [digestive]

fire in the body.
(

Bhastrika Kumbhaka should be thus performed: Press the
left nostril with the ring and little fingers and, by the right nostril,

inhale and exhale like a pair of bellows. When tired, perform
Kumbhaka, inhaling by the right nostril, and exhaling by the left

nostril. Then press the right nostril, and inhale and exhale like

the bellows through the left nostril, etc. Thus go on alternately
till tired. This is one method." The other way of practising
it is to close the left nostril, and inhale as much as possible by the

right nostril, quickly close that nostril and then exhale gradually
through the left nostril. This should be done many times, and when
feeling tired one should inhale through the right nostril, perform
Kumbhaka, and exhale through the left nostril. Then this should
be done for the other nostril.

66. This rouses the Kundalini quickly, and is

purifying, pleasant and beneficial. It removes the
obstructions caused by phlegm, etc. that exist at the
mouth of the Susumna.

Suryabhedana and Ujjayi generate heat, and Sitkari and
Sitali are cool. Bhastrika preserves an equable temperature.
Suryabhedana primarily controls excess of wind, Ujjayi phlegm,
Sitkari and Sitali bile, and Bhastrika, all three.
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67. This Kumbhaka called Bhastrika should be
specially practised, as it enables [the breath] to break
through the three knots {granthi-s) that are firmly

placed in the Susumna.

68. Then Bhramari [is described]: Breathing in

rapidly with a resonance resembling the sound of a
[male] bee, exhale slowly [after Kumbhaka], making
the humming sound of a female bee. By the Yoga,
which consists in practising thus, there arises an in-

describable bliss in the hearts of the best among Yogin-s.

69. Then Murcha [is described] : At the end
of inhalation, very firmly assuming the Jalamdhara-
bandha, exhale [the breath] slowly. This is called

Murcha [Kumbhaka], as it reduces the mind to a state

of inactivity and confers happiness.

70. Then Plavini [is described] : Owing to the

air which has been abundantly drawn in, completely

filling the interior, [the Yogin] floats easily, even on
deep waters, like a lotus leaf.

71. Pranayama is said to be threefold [consisting

of] Recaka, Puraka and Kumbhaka. Kumbhaka is

also known to be of two kinds: Sahita and Kevala.

The first kind of Pranayama consists in performing Recaka
first, i.e. exhaling and stopping inhalation; the second in doing

Puraka first, i.e. inhaling and retaining the breath inside, thus

filling the Nadi-s ; the third consists in inhaling and holding the

.air as in a pot. (This is the same as the second Pranayama.)

Another type of Kumbhaka consists in stopping the breath, i.e.

"being without Puraka and Recaka. The Sahita Kumbhaka is

of two sorts : the first type is preceded by Recaka and resembles

ithe first kind of Pranayama, the second type is preceded by Puraka
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and resembles the second kind of Pranayama. Kevala Kumbhaka.
is the same as Kumbhaka Pranayama.

72. As long as one does not achieve Kevala Kum-
bhaka, one should practise Sahita.

The Sahita should be practised till the Prana enters Susumna^

which is known by a peculiar sound being produced in the Susumna.

Then he should practise only ten or twenty Sahita Kumbhaka-s-

and increase the Kevala Kumbhaka-s to eighty.

72-73. Without exhalation or inhalation, when,

the breath is retained with ease, this sort of Pranayama.

is called Kevala Kumbhaka.

73-74. When this Kevala Kumbhaka has been:

mastered without any exhalation or inhalation, there

is nothing unattainable by him in the three worlds.

74-75. He who is fully competent through this:

Kevala Kumbhaka, through the control of breath,,

obtains even the stage of Raja-yoga. There is no doubt

about this.

75. Through Kumbhaka, the Kundalini is-

aroused; through arousing Kundalini, the Susumna

is free of all obstacles, and perfection in Hatha-yoga is-

obtained.

76. One cannot obtain perfection in Raja-yoga,

without Hatha-yoga, nor [perfection] in Hatha-yoga.

without Raja-yoga. So both should be practised till,

perfection [in Raja-yoga] is obtained.

77. At the end of the retention of breath in.

Kumbhaka, the mind should be made free of objects-

By thus practising, the stage of Raja-yoga is reached.
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78. The signs of [perfection in] Hatha-yoga are:

Slimness of body, brightness in the face, manifestation

of the inner sound (nada), very clear eyes, freedom

from disease, control over the seminal fluid, stimulation

•of the [digestive] fire and complete purification of the

jNTadi-s.



THIRD CHAPTER

1 . As • [Ananta] the Lord of Serpents is the

support of the earth with its mountains and forests,,

so Kundalini is the support of all the Yoga practices.

2. When the sleeping Kundalini is awakened by
the grace of the Guru, then all the lotuses [the cakra-s

or mystic centres] and knots [granthi-s] are pierced.

3. Then Susumna becomes the royal road for

Prana. Then the mind remains objectless. Then
death is deceived.

4. Susumna, Sunyapadavi (the great void) , Brah-

marandhra (the entry to Brahman)
,
Mahapatha (the

great road), Smasana (the burning ground), Sambhavi
[appertaining to the auspicious Sambhu) and Madhya-
marga (the central path)—these refer to the same thing-

5. Therefore, making every effort, the [various]

Mudra-s should be practised to awaken the powerful

goddess (Kundalini) who sleeps at the mouth of Susumna.

[the doorway to the Absolute].

6. 7. Maha-mudra, Maha-bandha, Maha-vedha,,

Khecari, Uddlyana, Mula-bandha, Jalamdhara-bandha,.
Viparltakaranl, Vajroli and Sakticalana—these are

the ten Mudra-s. They destroy old age and death.

|

8. These were expounded by the primeval Lord
(Siva); they are divine and confer the eight siddhi-s*.
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They are favoured by all Siddha-s and are difficult

to obtain even by the Deva-s.

9. This should be kept secret like a casket of
precious gems. It should not be spoken of to anybody,
as in the case of intercourse with a well-born woman.

10. Here Maha-mudra [is described]: Pressing

the perineum with the left heel and stretching out the

right leg take firm hold [of the toes of the right foot]

with the hands.

11. 12. Contract the throat [in the Jalamdhara-
bandha] and hold the breath in the upper part [i.e.

in the Susumna]. Then the Kundalini force becomes

at once straight just as a [coiled] snake when struck by
a rod straightens itself out like a stick. Then the other

two Nadi-s [Ida and Pingala] become lifeless [because

the Prana goes out of them].

13. Then one should breathe out very slowly

and never quickly. This has been declared to be

Mahamudra by the great Siddha-s.

14. [By this] such painful factors as the great

klesa-s and death, etc. are vanquished. Therefore, the

wisest of men call it the Maha-mudra (the great

Mudra)

.

The klesa-s are five in number, namely avidycL (ignorance or

illusion), asmita (egoism), raga (attachment), dvesa (repulsion)

and abhinivesa (clinging to life). The Mahamudra is so called

as it seals *off (mudra) all pains.

15. After having practised well on the" left side,

it should be practised then on the right side. When the
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number [of times practised on each side] is equal,

then [the practice of] the Mudra should be ended

[for the time].

The practice is on the left side when the left leg is bent and

the right leg stretched and on the right side when the opposite

is done.

16. [For the practitioner of this] there is nothing

wholesome or unwholesome. All things of whatever

taste, even those which are insipid and even virulent

poison, if consumed, are digested as if it were nectar.

17. The maladies of one who practises Maha-

mudra—consumption, leprosy, constipation, abdominal

diseases, indigestion, etc.—are overcome.

18. Thus has been described this Mahamudra
which confers great siddhi-s upon men. This should be

carefully kept secret and not revealed to any and every

body.

19. Then Maha-bandha [is described] : Place the

heel of the left foot on the perineum and place the right

foot upon the left thigh.

20. Having drawn in the breath, and pressing the

chin steadily on the breast [in the Jalamdhara-bandha],

contract the anus [in the Mula-bandha] and fix the

mind on the central Nadl (Susumna)

.

21. Having retained the breath as long as possible,

the air should be breathed out slowly. Having prac-

tised well on the left side, then practise on the right side.

22. Some are of the view that the contraction

of the throat (Jalamdhara-bandha) should be avoided
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liere and that the contraction effected by the tongue

pressed against [the root of] the front-teeth (Jihva-

bandha) is preferable.

23. This [Jihva-bandha in the course of the

Maha-bandha] stops the upward course [of the Prana]

through all the Nadi-s [except the Susumna]. This

Maha-bandha [helps to] confer great siddhi-s.

24. This is efficacious in freeing one from the

great noose of Time (Yama). It brings about the

union of the three streams [i.e. Nadi-s: Ida, Pingala

and Susumna]. It enables the mind to reach Kedara
.[the sacred seat of Siva in the mystic centre between

the eyebrows].

25. As a woman endowed with beauty and charm
is unfruitful without a husband, so are Maha-mudra
and Maha-bandha without the Maha-vedha.

26. The Maha-vedha [is described] : The Yogin,

assuming the Maha-bandha, should draw in the breath

with concentrated mind and stop the [upward and down-

ward] course of the Prana, etc. by the Jalamdhara-

bandha.

27. Placing the two palms straight upon the

ground, he should strike [the ground] slowly with the

buttocks. [Then] the Prana, leaving the two Nadi-s

[Ida and Pingala] courses through the middle

[Susumna].

28. Then takes place the union of the Moon,
Sun and Fire (Ida, Pingala and Susumna) that surely

leads to immortality. There is a death-like state;

then the air should be exhaled [slowly].
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29. This is Mahavedha which, with practice,,

confers great siddhi-s. This staves off wrinkles, grey-

hair and trembling [consequent on old age], and the

best of practitioners devote themselves [to it].

30. These three, that ward off old age and death,

increase the [gastric] fire and confer siddhi-s such as-

animan, should be most carefully kept secret.

31. These are performed in eight different ways,

every day at every yama (three-hour period). They

confer at all times the fullness of virtue and destroy the

accumulation of sin [papa) . Those who are well guided,

[by the teacher] in these should practise them gradually.

32. The Khegari [is described] : When the tongue

is turned back and enters the cavity leading to the

skull, and the eyes are fixed between the eyebrows,

this is Khecari-mudra.

33. By cutting, shaking and stretching, the tongue

should be gradually elongated, till it touches the middle

of the eyebrows. Then the Khecari is successfully

accomplished.

The procedure for cutting is described in the following verses.

Shaking means taking hold of the tongue with the fingers and.

moving it to left and right. Stretching means taking hold of the

tongue and drawing it as one does the udders of a cow in.

milking it.

34. Taking a smooth, clean knife, very sharp like

the leaf of the milkhedge plant, cut to a hair's breadth

[the fraenum or tender membrane that connects the

tongue with the lower part of the mouth].
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35. Then rub [the part] with [a compound ofJ

powdered rock salt and Haritaki (yellow myrobalan)

.

Then after seven days, cut [again] to the extent of a,

hair's breadth.

The compound should be rubbed on both morning and

evening. As salt is prohibited in the case of Yogin-s 5
they sub-

stitute the burnt powder of Khadira or the woody cassia. In the

text, salt is mentioned on the assumption that the Khecari-mudra

should be practised before the beginning of the Hatha-yoga

practice. The cutting and medication should be done twice daily

for seven days. On the eighth day, the cut should be a little

deeper. And so on.

36. He should thus practise, gradually and skil-

fully every day for six months. In six months the mem-

brane which binds at the root of the tongue is severed.

37. Then turning back the tongue, it should be-

made to enter the junction of the three [Nadl-s, i.e.

the cavity in the roofofthe palate] . This is the Khecari-

mudra. It is [also] called Vyomacakra.

38. The Yogin who remains even for half a

ksana [i.e. for 24 minutes] with his tongue turned up-

wards is saved from poisons, disease, death and old age..

39. For him who knows the Khecari-mudra there

is no disease, death, [intellectual] torpor, sleep, hunger^

thirst, or clouding of the intellect.

40. He who knows the Khecari-mudra is not

afflicted by disease; not tainted by karman, and not

affected by Time.

The repetition of the results of Khecari-mudra is to impress

upon the reader its importance.
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41 . This Mudra is named Khecari by the Siddha-s,

because the mind moves in space [Akasa ; in the centre

<of the eyebrows] and the tongue [also] moves in the

Akasa [in the cavity above the palate]

.

Kha means Akasa and can means c

to move hence the word

TQiecarL

42. When one has sealed the cavity in the upper

part of the palate with the Khecari-mudra, his seminal

fluid is not emitted even when embraced by a young

and passionate woman.

43. Even though the fluid flows and comes down
to the genital organ, still arrested by the Yoni-mudra,

it is taken by force upwards.

Yoni-mudra is another name for Vajroli-mudra (III. 83 ff.).

As many of these Mudra-s occur in the latter part of the book,

it is necessary to give here a word of caution lest people take

them literally. Though these descriptions of the Mudra-s state

that these processes involve intercourse with women still the

thing carries on its face its contradiction. We cannot for a

moment suppose that the terms women, sexual intercourse and
rseminal fluid are to be understood literally in the case of Yogin-s

wrho have perfected themselves in Yama and Niyama. Moreover,

In the same book it is stated that only after a certain stage in Sama-
•dhi is attained, Vajroli-mudra, etc. should be practised (IV. 14).

:So it seems that these refer to some internal mystical processes

-connected with the development of the mind.

44. The knower of Yoga, who being steady, has

the tongue turned upwards and drinks the Soma juice

doubtless conquers death in fifteen days.

Above the palate, the Moon is said to be situated and the

nectar that flows from it falls down and is consumed by the Sun
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that is near the navel; but if the flow of the nectar is stopped by-

closing the aperture in the palate it prevents the decay of the body.

Soma means the Moon.

45. In the body of the Yogin which is imbued
daily with the nectar from the Moon, even though

bitten by [the serpent] Taksaka, poison does not spread.

Taksaka, possessing most virulent poison is one of the eight

serpent-kings in Patala, the greatest ofwhom is Sesa or Ananta.

46. As fire does not go out so long as there

is fuel, as a light does not die out so long as there is oil

and wick [in the lamp], so also the dweller in the body
does not quit the body as long as it is filled by the

nectar of the Moon.

47. He may eat daily gomdmsa [lit. the flesh of a
cow] and he may drink amaravdruni [lit. strong liquor]

.

I consider him to be well born. Others ruin the family.

The words in the text, gomdmsa and amaravdruni, are explained

in the next two verses.

48. By the word go is meant the tongue. Its

entry [into the cavity] in the palate is gomdmsabhahana

(eating the flesh of the cow). This destroys the five

great sins.

The five great sins are said to be : killing a hrahmana, drinking

intoxicating liquor, theft, adultery with the wife of a teacher,

and associating with anyone guilty of these sins.

49. The nectar which flows from the Moon
because of the heat produced by the entry of the tongue^

that is amaravdrum.
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The term varum means wine. In the above two stanzas

'is given an excellent instance of the way in which the Hindu occult

writers veil their real meaning under apparently absurd symbols.
' The principle seems to be this. They thought that the very absur-

< dity of the symbol and its irrelevance to the subject in hand would

•force the reader to surmise that there was something behind it

and so he should look deeper for an explanation of this absurdity.

A misconception of this rule seems to have given rise to many
absurd interpretations ofreally occult symbols, and many pernicious

practices that propitiate animal tendencies and passions. Ex-

amples of this may be multiplied, such as the relations between
" Krsna and Radha and the sixteen thousand gopi-s or cowherdesses;

the five Pandu brothers marrying one woman, Draupadi; the

stories of rsi-s marrying wives and begetting children of mature

understanding within an inconceivably short time ; and the whole

mystic terminology of the Tantra-s that has given rise to so many
disgusting practices.

50. If the tongue constantly touches the cavity

in the palate, making flow the nectar [of the Moon]

that tastes salty, pungent and sour, comparable also

to milk, honey, and ghee [in taste], all diseases are

destroyed, old age is overcome, weapons are warded off,

immortality and the eight siddhi-s are obtained and the

damsels of the demi-gods (siddha-s) are attracted.

51. He who, with upturned face and tongue

closing the cavity of the palate, contemplates the

supreme Power (Kundalini), and drinks the clear stream

of nectar flowing in waves from the Moon from the head

into the sixteen-petalled lotus [in the throat] through

the control over Prana, during the Hathayoga practice,

that Yogin, freed from diseases, lives long with a

body soft and beautiful as the lotus stem [at its root]

.
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52. Within the upper part ofMem [i.e. Susumna]

in the cavity, which is the fountain-head of the Nadl-s,

is secreted the nectar. He of pure intellect [Sattvic

in nature, unclouded by Rajas and Tamas] sees therein

the Truth [his own Atman]. From the Moon there

flows out the nectar, the essence of the body, and hence

death comes to man. Therefore one should practise

the beneficial Khecari-mudra [to stop its downward

flow]. If not, there can be no bodily perfection

[endowing the body with beauty, grace, strength and

self-control].

53. The cavity is the conjunction of the five

streams and confers divine knowledge. In the void

of that cavity, untainted [by the effects of avidya or

nescience, grief and delusion] the Khecari-mudra is

firmly lodged.

The streams referred to in the above stanzas are the many

Nadi-s, Ida, Pingala, Susumna, Gandhari, etc. which stand

for the rivers Gariga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Narmada, etc.

54. There is only one germ of evolution [i.e. Om]
;

there is only one Mudra, Khecari; only one deity, not

dependent on anything; and only one [spiritual] state,

Manonmani.

As the other things mentioned are the most important of their

•class, so is Khecari the best ofMudra-s.

55. Then the Uddiyana-bandha [is described]

:

Uddiyana-bandha is so called by the Yogin-s, for when

it is practised the Prana is arrested and flies through

the Susumna.
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56. Because through this, the great bird [Prana]

flies up incessantly [through the Susumna] it is the

Uddiyana. This Baiidha is now explained.

Uddiyana comes from ut and di meaning to
c

fly up \

57. The drawing back of the abdomen above

[and below] the navel [so that it is drawn against the

back of the body and up towards the thorax] is called

Uddiyana-bandha. It is the lion that kills the elephant

Death.

In this Bandha, the stomach is compressed within a span.

The process seems to be this : By a very strong expiration the lungs

are emptied and driven against the upper part of the thorax,

carrying the diaphragm along with them; and the intestines are

pushed up and fill the vacant space.

58. He who constantly practises the Uddiyana-

bandha as taught by the Guru so that it becomes

natural, even though he be old, becomes young.

59. He should draw back with effort [the ab-

domen] above and below the navel, and practise for

six months. [Then] he conquers death without doubt.

60. Of all the Bandha-s, the Uddiyana is the

most excellent. When this has been mastered, libera-

tion follows naturally.

When the Uddiyana-bandha has been mastered, the Prana
flows up through the Susumna and reaches the Brahmarandhra.
This results in Samadhi and leads to liberation.

61. Then Mula-bandha [is described]: Pressing

the perineum with the heel, contract the anus so as

to draw the^Apana upwards. This is Mula-bandha*
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62. By contraction [ofthe Muladhara] the Apana,
whose course is downwards, is forced to go upwards
[through Susumna]. Yogin-s call that Mula-bandha.

63. Pressing the anus with the heal compress the
air forcibly and repeatedly until the breath [Apana]
goes upwards.

64. Through the Mula-bandha, Prana and Apana
unite with Nada and bindu and confer perfection in

Yoga. There is no doubt about this.

The meaning seems to be this: Through the Mula-bandha,
the Prana and Apana unite and go into the Susumna . Then the
inner sound (Nada) becomes audible and the Prana and Apana
uniting with Nada go above the heart and join the bindu, i.e. the
anusvara or the inaudible sound of the point in the sacred syllable

Om, symbolizing the transcendent Siva. They then proceed' to the
head and thus the Yogin obtains perfection. Nada is the mysti-
cal inner sound proceeding from the Anahatacakra or the cardiac
centre.

65. By constant practice of the Mula-bandha, a
union of Prana and Apana is achieved. Urine and
excrement decrease and even the aged become young.

66. When the Apana rises upwards and reaches

the sphere of fire, then the flame of the fire becomes
lengthened, being fanned by Apana.

The sphere of the fire is said to be triangular in shape and is

situated in the centre of the body, below the navel. In the case

of animals it is rectangular, and circular in the case of birds.

The flame of the fire referred to is the gastric fire.

67. When the Apana and the fire join Prana,

which is by nature hot, then the heat in the body is

greatly intensified.

* 4
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68. By reason of that, the Kundalini which is

asleep, feeling the extreme heat, is awakened, just as

a serpent struck by a stick hisses and straightens

itself.

69. Then it enters within the Susumna, like

[a snake] which enters its hole. Therefore the Yogin-s

should every day and always practise Mula-bandha.

70. Then theJalamdhara-bandha [is described]

:

Contract the throat and hold the chin firmly against

the chest [about four inches from the chest] . This is

the Bandha called Jalamdhara which destroys old age

and death.

71. Because it constricts the network (jdla) of

Nadi-s and [arrests] the downward course of the flow

of ambrosial water (jdla) [from the cavity in the palate],

this Bandha is Jalamdhara. It destroys all the maladies

of the throat.

72. * When the Jalamdhara-bandha is practised,,

by contraction of the throat, the nectar does not fall

into the [gastric] fire and the Prana is not agitated"

[i.e. not misdirected].

73. By the [firm] contraction of the throat the

two Nadi-s [Ida and Pihgala] are deadened. Here

[in the throat] is situated the middle Gakra (Visuddhi)

.

This binds the sixteen adhara-s (vital centres)

.

They are the toes, ankles, knees, thighs, the perineum, the

generative organs, the navel, the heart, the neck, the throat, the

tongue, the nose, the centre of the eyebrows, the forehead, the head
and the Brahmarandhra, i.e. the upper opening of the Susumna
Nad! in the skull.
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74. Contracting the anus, practise the Uddlyana-
bandha. Constrain the Ida and the Pingala [by the

Jalamdhara-bandha] , and cause [the breath] to flow

through the Susumna.

75. By these means the breath becomes motion-

less [in the Susumna] ; then there is no death, old age,

disease, etc.

76. Yogin-s know these three excellent Bandha-s

practised by the great Siddha-s, which are the means

of success in the various Hatha-yoga practices.

77. Here Viparitakarani [is described] : What-

ever nectar flows from the Moon which is of divine

form, all that is swallowed up by the Sun. Hence the

body becomes old.

The Moon is situated at the root of the palate and pours down
a stream of nectar; the Sun is situated near the navel and its fire

consumes the ambrosial flow.

78. There is an excellent process [karana) by

which the Sun is duped. This should be learnt from

the Guru, and not through theoretical study of the

<§astra-s.

79. When the Sun is above and the Moon below

Jof the practitioner] whose navel is above and palate

below, it is the Viparitakarani. It is to be learnt

through the instructions of a Guru.

80. In the case of one who practises this daily,

the gastric fire is increased, and the practitioner should

always have plenty of food.
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81. If he stints his diet, the fire quickly consumes*

[the body]. On the first day he should stand for a.

moment upon his head, with his feet above.

The process is this. The body should be raised in the air

by resting the back of the head and neck and shoulders upon the

ground, supporting the hips with the hands, the elbows resting on

the ground if required.

82. Practise this by increasing the duration gra-

dually every day. After six months wrinkles and grey-

hair disappear. He who practises this for a yama

(i.e. three hours) daily, conquers death.

83. Then Vajroli [is described] : Even someone

living an unrestricted life, without the disciplines

prescribed by Yoga, if he knows well [by practice] the

Vajroli, becomes the repository of the siddhi-s.

84. Here I mention two things that are difficult

for anyone to obtain: the one is milk [at the proper

time] and the other, a woman who acts according to-

one
5

s wishes.

Attention is drawn to the previous note (III. 43) pointing;

out that such statements should not be taken literally.

85. At the time of [the emission of the seminal

fluid during] sexual intercourse, practise slowly and

well to draw [it] up. Thus a man or a woman will

obtain success in Vajroli.

86. Blow with effort into the hole of the penis,

through a prescribed tube very slowly so as to allow

the passage of air.
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The process as described by the commentator is as follows:

Obtain a very fine lead tube, fourteen angula-s (finger-breadths)

long, and practise inserting it into the urethra, at the rate of one

>angula a day, until twelve angula-s are introduced within leaving

two angula-s outside, bent to face upwards. Then get another fine

tube and insert it into the above-mentioned tube, and blow through

it softly. This will clear all impurities in the passage. Then
practise drawing up water through the tube, and later on, draw up
the semen. This succeeds only in the case of those whose breath is

brought under control. When the Khecari-mudra and breath-

control have been thoroughly mastered, then this will succeed, not

•otherwise.

87. The semen that is about to fall into the genital

organ of a woman should be drawn up by practice

{of the Vajroll-mudra] . If already fallen he should

draw up his own semen [and the woman's seminal fluid]

and [thus] preserve it.

88. Thus the knower of Yoga should preserve

his semen. He [thereby] conquers death. When the

semen is expended, death ensues [in due course] ; but

there is [prolonged] life for him who preserves it.

89. By preserving the semen [by the Vajroll-

mudra], a pleasant smell arises in the body of the

Yogin. As long as the semen is well retained in the

body, whence is the fear of death ?

90. The semen of men is subject to control by

the mind and life depends upon the semen. Therefore

both semen and mind should be carefully preserved

and controlled.

91. A person perfect in this practice should, by

drawing up well [the fluids] through the penis, preserve
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his own semen and that of the woman with whom he

has intercourse.

The commentator states that this verse is an interpolation-

92. Then Sahajoli [is described]: Sahajoli and
Amaroli are varieties of Vajroll, being one [in respect

of the result attained]. Mix the ashes obtained by
burning cow-dung [cakes] with water.

93. After intercourse in the Vajroll, the man and
woman, their activity being ended, should, while

sitting in a happy frame of mind, besmear the excellent

parts of the body [with this mixture].

The parts are mainly the head, forehead, eyes, heart, shoulders

and arms. \

94. This is called Sahajoli in regard to which
Yogin-s should always have confidence. It is a bene-

ficial process and bestows liberation though connected

with sensual experience.

95. This process in Yoga succeeds only in the

case of the virtuous, who are brave, who perceive the

truth and are free from envy; and not in the case of
envious persons.

96. Then Amaroli [is described] : Discarding the

first part of the flow of water as it increases bile, and
the last flow as being without essence, when the cool

middle part of the stream [of Amari] is absorbed, that

is Amaroli according to the Kapalika sect.

The commentator explains that the stream refers to Sivambiij,

which literally means c

water ofSiva 5

. It is called Amari.
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97. He, who drinks daily the Amari and inhales

it day by day, should practise well Vajroll. This is

called AmarolL

98. He should mix ashes with the nectar flowing

from the Moon by the practice [ofAmaroli] and smear it

on the principal limbs [of the body]. Then divine

sight is obtained.

Divine sight means ability to see the past, the present and
the future, as also hidden things.

99. If a woman, making herself expert through

sufficient practice, draws up the semen of man, and

preserves her own through [the practice of] Vajroll,

she also becomes a Yogini.

100. Without any doubt, even the least part of

her seminal fluid is not lost. In her body, the Nada
becomes bindu itself.

That is, the Nada that begins at the Muladhara goes to the

heart and unites with the bindu. The following may perhaps throw

some light on these processes. The seminal fluid of man is called

bija or bindu, and that of the woman, rajas. By the external union

of these two, a child is produced. But, only when these unite inter-

nally, i.e. when the things that are really denoted by these expres-

sions, unite in the inner man, he is called a Yogin. The bindu is said

to be of the nature of the Moon and rajas of the nature of the Sun.

From the union of these, is attained the supreme state. The bindu

is capable of giving svarga, meaning temporal pleasures, as also

moksa, i.e. emancipation. It can lead a man into virtue or vice.

In other words, understood literally, it leads to the attainment of

worldly pleasures, and hence vice; but if understood and practised

according to its inner sense, it leads to virtue and emancipation.
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101. That hindu and that rajas, becoming united

and remaining in the body by the practice of Vajroli,

confer all siddhi-s.

102. She who preserves by upward contraction

her rajas is a Yogini. She knows the past and the

future and certainly attains perfection in Khecari.

103. By the Yoga consisting of the practice of

Vajroll, bodily perfection is obtained [beauty, grace,

and great strength]. This Yoga confers merit (punya),

and though there is sensual experience, it leads to

emancipation.

104. Now the Sakticalana [is described] : Kuti-

langi, Kundalini, BhujangI, Sakti, Isvari, Kundali and
Arundhati are all synonymous words.

105. As one can fling open a door with a key,

so the Yogin should through Hatha-yoga open the door

of liberation [i.e. the Susumna] by [the power of]

Kundalini.

106. The great goddess (Kundalini) sleeps

closing with her mouth the entrance to the way by
which the seat of Brahman (Brahmarandhra) , where
there is no pain, is to be reached.

107. The Kundalini-sakti, who sleeps above the

kanda, gives liberation to Yogin-s and bondage to the

ignorant. He who knows her knows Yoga.

The kanda is the place between the navel and the scrotum
from where spring the 72,000 Nadi-s. See verse 1 13 below.

108. The Kundalini is described as being coiled

like a serpent. He who causes that &akti to move
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ffrom the Muladhara upwards] becomes free, without

doubt.

109. Between the Ganga and the Yamuna, there

•sits the Balaranda [i.e. KundalinI, literally, a young

widow], practising austerity. She should be seized by

force. That [leads to] the supreme seat of Visnu.

110. Ida is the holy Ganga and Pingala is the

river Yamuna. Between Ida and Pingala, the young

widow is Kundalini.

111. By seizing the tail that sleeping serpent

(Kundalini) should be awakened. Then, that Sakti,

•throwing off her sleep, rises up with force.

The commentator says that the secret of this process must be

learnt from a Guru.

112. Having inhaled through the right nostril

(pingala),' the recumbent serpent should be taken hold

of by the process of paridhana, and made to move daily

for about an hour and a half, both morning and evening.

The commentator adds that the process of paridhana should

be learnt from a Guru. The process described is the movement

of the abdominal muscle from left to right and right to left in a

spiral (see The Serpent Power, 1964
5 p. 207).

113. [The kanda] is twelve finger breadths

{angula-s) above [the anus] and four angula-s in breadth,

soft and white, and appearing as if it were a rolled

cloth.

Two ahgula-s above the anus and two below the penis is the

middle of the body. The kanda is nine ahgula-s from the middle
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of the body. It is like an egg and is covered by membranous,

coverings. In the case of beast and birds it is in the middle of the

abdomen.

114. Seated in the Vajrasana posture hold firmly

with the hands the feet near the ankles, and thereby-

put pressure on the kanda.

115. Seated in the Vajrasana posture, the Yogin.

having caused the Kundalini to move, should then,

perform the Bhastrika Kumbhaka. Thus he will7

soon awaken the Kundalini.

116. He should then contract the Sun [which is-

near the navel] and then cause the Kundalini to move.

Even though fallen into the mouth of death, he need,

not fear death.

Contraction of the Sun is effected by contraction of the navel.

117. By moving [the Kundalini] fearlessly for

about an hour and a half, she is drawn into the Susumna*

and upwards a little.

118. By this [process] Kundalini certainly leaves-

[open] the mouth of the Susumna, and therefore Prana

goes naturally through the Susumna.

119. So one should move daily the ArundhatL

(Kundalini) that is calmly sleeping. By merely moving:

her the Yogin is freed from diseases.

120. The Yogin who moves the Sakti becomes the

possessor of the siddhi-s. What further need> be said?'

He conquers Time (Death) as if it were mere play.

121. Only one who delights in the life of a celibate

(brahmacdrin) , and always conforms to a moderate and
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salutary diet, and who practises Yoga in the form of sti-

mulating Kundalini approaches siddhi within forty days.

122. Having set the Kundalini in motion, the

Bhastrika Kumbhaka should be particularly practised.

Whence is the fear of Death for the self-restrained

[Yogin] who practises thus every day?

123. Except the practice of [causing to move]
Kundalini [through Sakticalana], what other means,

is there for clearing away the impurities of the seventy-

two thousand Nadi-s?

124. This middle Nadi (Susumna) becomes

straight [for the easy passage of Prana] by persevering^

practice by Yogin-s, by Asana-s, Pranayama and
Mudra-s.

125. To those who are alert [and free from

indolence] in practice, and whose minds are steadily-

held in a state of concentration (samadhi), the RudranE

(iSambhavi) or other Mudra confers a beneficial fulfil-

ment (siddhi).

126. There is no earth (prthvi) without Raja-

yoga, there is no night without Raja-yoga, and even a

variety of Mudra-s become useless without Raja-yoga.

Here prthvi stands for the firmness of the Asana-s. Night

stands for Kumbhaka, in which state everything is quiet. There

is a pun on the words raja-yoga. The earth does not flourish-

without the sovereign's rule (raja-yoga), the night does not shine in

the absence of the moon (raja) and the seal (mudra) is of no use-

without being associated with the king (raja).

127. All the breathing processes should be-

practised with a mind concentrated [on them]. The*
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wise man should not allow his mind to wander else-

where.

128. Thus have the ten Mudra-s been described

by the primeval Lord, Sambhu (Siva). Each one of

them confers on the self-restrained (Yamin-s) the great

siddhu

129. One who imparts teaching regarding the

Mudra-s as handed down by a succession of Guru-s,

he is the real teacher. He is the master, the Lord

(Isvara) in visible form.

130. Carefully following his teaching, he who

concentrates on the practice of the Mudra-s, obtains

the capacity to overcome death, along with the siddhi-s

such as animan.



FOURTH CHAPTER

1
. Salutations to &iva, the Guru, who is of the

form of nada, bindu and kala; the person ever devoted

to these obtains the stainless state [free from maya].

This chapter is wholly devoted to Raja-yoga. The nada

is a mystical sound similar to the prolongation of the sound of

a bell and represented by a semicircle in Om. Bindu is the m
sound of the anusvara in the Pranava. Kala is a speciality of nada.

2. Now I shall expound the excellent process of

Samadhi, that destroys death, leads to [eternal] happi-

ness and confers the supreme bliss of [absorption in]

Brahman.

6 Destroying death
3 means enabling the Yogin to shed his

body at will. This is explained later on.

The happiness of a Jivanmukta is brought about when the

mind is stilled and the vdsand-s (acquired tendencies) are destroyed.

Bliss is that of Videhamukti, when the Prarabdha-karman is

exhausted and a permanent union takes place between the Jiva.

and Parabrahman.

3. 4. Raja-yoga, Samadhi, Unmani, Manonmanl,,

Amaratva (immortality), Laya (absorption), Tattva

(Truth)
,
&unyasunya (void and yet not-void), Parama-

pada (the supreme state), Amanaska (transcending the

mind), Advaita (non-duality), Niralamba (without

support), Niranjana (pure), Jivanmukti (liberation.
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while in the body), Sahaja (natural state) and Turya,

all of these are synonymous.

5. [Samadhi is explained] : As salt in water

unites and dissolves into it, a likewise merging of mind
.and self (atmari) is Samadhi.

6. When the Prana is without any movement

[in Kumbhaka] and the mind is absorbed in the Self,

that state of harmony is called Samadhi.

This is the state of Samprajriata Samadhi described by
.Patanjali.

7. That state of equilibrium which is the union

of the Jivatman and Paramatman, in which there is

the end of all desire-ideation, that is called Samadhi.

This is Asamprajfiata Samadhi in which there is no distinction

• ofknower, known or knowing.

8. Who really knows the greatness of Raja-yoga ?

"Spiritual knowledge (jfiana), freedom (mukti), stability

[sthiti) and perfection (siddhi) are obtained through

the teaching of the Guru.

9. Without the compassion of the true Guru,

the renunciation of sensual pleasures, the perception

of Truth and the natural state of Being (sahajavastha,

which is the supreme state), are most difficult to

; attain.

10. When the great Power (KundalinI) has been

awakened by the various Asana-s, the different Kumbha-
ia-s and Mudra-s, the Prana is quiescent in the void

r(Brahmarandhra)

.
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1L In the Yogin in whom the [Kundalini]

^akti is awakened and who is free of all karman-s, the

truly natural State comes into being on its own.

In the practice of the Asana-s, all corporeal activity comes to

.an end, and actions are confined to Prana and the organs of sense.

By Kumbhaka, the movement of Prana and the sense-organs is

arrested, and there remains the mental activity. By Pratyahara,

Dharana, Dhyana and Samprajflata Samadhi, mental activity

ceases and actions are confined to the buddhi. By complete absence

of attachment and long practice of Samprajnata Samadhi, the

activities of the buddhi cease and the Yogin attains his original

unchangeable state, which is the final beatitude.

12. When the Prana flows in the Susumna and

the mind is absorbed in the void the knower of Yoga

[he who can end the modifications of the mind] up-

roots all karman-s.

c Void 5 means Brahman unaffected by Time, Space or Matter.

13. Salutations to you, O Immortal, who have

•conquered even that Time, into whose jaws falls this

universe, with all the mobile and immobile things.

Here the perfected Yogin-s are meant by the term 6 immortal

\

14. When the mind has reached a state of equani-

mity and Prana moves through the Susumna, then

there is Amaroli, Vajroli and Sahajoli.

This stanza shows that Vajroli and the other like processes

are not physical, but have a symbolical significance.

15. How can spiritual knowledge arise in the

mind, as long as the Prana lives [is active] and the mind
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is not dead [in abeyance] ? He who causes both

Prana and mind to become quiescent obtains liberation..

No other person can do so.

The Prana lives so long as it flows through Ida and Pingala;.

the sense-organs live so long as they seek objects; the mind lives

so long as it is shaped by the various objects of perception. Prana.

dies when it remains without movement in Brahmarandhra.

The mind dies when it is not modified by objects. In this stanza.

Yoga is said to be essential to Jnana. In the Togavijaya, ParvatI"

asks :

4 Some say that liberation is obtained through knowledge

only; then what is the use of Yoga?' Siva replies:
c A battle is

won by a sword; but what is the use of a sword without a war
and valour? So both are absolutely necessary.' If it is argued

that King Janaka and other great men did not practise Yoga,

at all, the answer is: Kings like Janaka, Vaisya-s like Tuladhara,

Sudra-s like Pailavaka, women like Maitreyi, Sarngi, Sandill,,

Cudala, have obtained knowledge without practising Yoga,,

because they had perfected Yoga in their previous incarnations.

We also hear that by the force of Yoga practised in previous

lives many attained the state of Brahma, sons of Brahma, dcvarsiy

brahmarsi, muni and bhakta. They attained complete knowledge

without being initiated by a Guru. Hiranyagarbha (Brahma),

Vasistha, Narada, Suka, Vamadeva and Sanatkumara are said;

to have been born Siddha-s.

16. Remaining always in a suitable place, having

learnt well to open the Susumna and make Prana flow

through the centre [i.e. Susumna], it should be res-

trained in the Brahmarandhra.

The place should be pleasant, etc. as described in I. 12.

17. The Sun and the Moon create [the division

of] Time in the form of day and night. Susumna
consumes Time. This is a secret.
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A, ^/t^ * ^^ (M°°n
)
for about an hour and

for the Yogxn. The ordinary day consists of twelve such days.When the Prana leaves Ida and Pingala and remains in tieSusumna then there is no Time. So Susumna is said to consume
lime. The Yogin knowing beforehand the time of his death
takes his Prana to Brahmarandhra and defies Time and discards
his body at will.

18. There are 72,000 NadI passages in this
cage [the body]

. [Of these] Susumna is the Power that
appertains to Sambhu (Sambhavi Sakti). The others
[Ida, Pingala, etc.] are not of great use.

19. When breath has been controlled, then it

should be made to awaken the KundalinI along with
the gastric fire, and enter the Susumna without any
restriction.

20. When the Prana flows through Susumna, the
Manonmani state is attained. If not, the other prac-
tices are a mere exertion for the Yogin.

21. He who suspends (restrains) the breath>

restrains also the mind. He who controls the mind>

also controls the breath.

22. The [activity of the] mind has two causes:
the Prana and the vasana-s (acquired tendencies and
impressions). When one of these becomes inactive,,

the other too also come to an end.

23. Where the mind is stilled there the Prana is

suspended; and where the Prana is completely in

abeyance, there the mind is quiescent.

24. Mind and Praija are mingled like milk and
water, and their activities concur. Where there is
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[activity of] Prana there is [that of the] mind, where

there is [activity of] the mind, there is [that of] Prana.

25. If one is suspended, the other is set at rest;

If one acts, the other [too] acts. If they are not

quietened, all the senses are active; if they are controlled

the state of liberation is attained.

26. Mercury and mind are unsteady by nature.

If mercury and mind are bound [i.e. stabilized], what

is impossible of attainment on this earth?

27. O Parvati! Mercury, as also Prana, when
immobilized, destroy diseases; when [themselves] dead

[i.e. inactive], they give life; when bound, they enable

[persons] to rise in the air.

Mercury is made solid and inactive by the use of herbs; and
the Prana is made immobile when absorbed in the Brahmarandhra
by means of Kumbhaka.

When mercury is bound (by a certain process) and reduced

to the form of a pill, it is called gahanagutika, and by putting it

in the mouth, one can rise in the air. In the same manner,
Prana, when held in the centre between the two eyebrows, enables

one to rise in the air. The Goraksasataka says :

€ Between the eye-

brows there appears a round spot, black as a ball of collyrium.

It is of the essence of Vayu, and its presiding deity is Isvara.

Restraining the Prana in this Cakra along with the mind for two
hours gives the power ofrising in the air to a Yogin. 5

28. When the mind is steady, the Prana is stable,

and hence there is stability of semen. There is always

strength when the semen is stable, and it gives the body
stability. <

,

29. The mind is the lord of the organs of sense;

the PrSna is the lord of the mind; absorption (lay(ti
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is the lord of the Prana and that absorption has Nada
(the inner sound) for its basis.

30. This itself [the quiescence of the mind] may
he called liberation; others may say that it is not.

'[However] when the Prana and mind are in a state of

absorption, an indefinable bliss ensues.

31. When inhalation and exhalation are sus-

pended, when all grasping of objects [by the senses]

has completely ceased, when there is no movement

of the body, and no modification of the mind, there is

•.success in absorption (laya) for Yogin-s.

32. When all mental transformations (samkalpa)

have entirely ceased and when there is no physical

movement, an indescribable state of absorption ensues,

which is known by the self, but is beyond the reach of

words.

33. Where vision is [directed], there [in Brah-

man] is absorption. That [Avidya] in which eternally

exist the elements [such as earth] and the senses

^hearing, etc.] and that Force (sakti) which is in all

living things, both are dissolved in the characteristicless

[Brahman].

34. People say
c
laya, laya but what is the nature

-of laya ? Laya is the non-recollection of the objects of

;sense due to the non-recurrence of previously acquired

impressions and tendencies {yasana-s).

35. The Veda-Sj Sastra-s and Purana-s are like

•common courtesans [as they are available to all men].

JBut the Sambhavl-mudra is guarded like a well-born

woman.
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36. [The Sambhavi-mudra is described]: Con-

centration on the internal object [in any Cakra from,

the Muladhara to the Brahmarandhra], while the

external sight is devoid ofwinking, this is that Sambhavi-

mudra preserved in the Veda-s and &astra-s.

37. When the Yogin remains with mind and

breath absorbed in the internal object, when his pupils

are motionless, when, though his eyes perceive without,,

he sees not [i.e. does not grasp the objects], it is indeed

the §ambhavi-mudra . When it is obtained by the

favour of the Guru, that state which is of iSambhuy

which is other than the void and the not-void, that

Reality manifests itself [to the Yogin].

The attention should be directed to the Anahata-cakra and!

the object of internal contemplation is Isvara with attributes^

or Brahman, which is the real object of the two sentences,
e That

Thou art
9 and * I am Brahman \ It is not the void, because in

the contemplation of the internal object, there is the nature of
sat (being). It is other than the not-void, because even this

object ceases to be afterwards.

38. The Sambhavi and the Khecarl Mudra-s,

though differing in the position [of the eyes] and place

[to which the attention of the mind is directed, bothj

bring about the bliss of absorption of the mind in the

void, which is [the Atman] of the nature of Bliss-

consciousness.

It is called void, because it is not affected by Time, Place
or Matter. It is void of things like itselfand also of things different

from itself. The positions of the two Mudra-s are said to be
different, because in the Sambhavi-mudra the eyes are directed
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outwards and in the Khecarf, to the centre of the eyebrows. The
places are different, because in the Sambhavi-mudra, the attention

is fixed on the Anahata-cakra, and in the Khecarl-mudra on the

Ajna-cakra.

39. Direct the pupils [of the eyes] towards the

light [which is seen when concentrating on the tip of

the nose] and raise the eyebrows a little. Goncentrate

the mind according to the previous practice, and shortly

the Unmani state is reached*

The previous practice refers to the concentration on the

internal object, etc. of the Sambhavi-mudra (IV. 36).

40. Some are confused by the snares of the

Agama-s, some by the Vedic perplexities, and others by

•dialectic
;
they do not know of that which enables one

to cross [the ocean of existence, namely the Unmani-

avastha]

.

The Agama-s referred to are the Sastraic and Tantric texts.

41. With half closed eyes and steady mind, with

the vision directed to the tip of the nose, the one in

whom the Sun (Pingala) and the Moon (Ida) also are

reduced to a state of suspension, who is in a fluxless

condition [of body, sense and mind], he attains that

abode which is of the form of light which is the source

of all, is [itself] All, refulgent, the supreme Reality.

What more can be said of this ?

Vasistha says:
c When the eyes are directed to the tip of the

nose or about twelve ahgula-s from it, to the cloudless firmament

{akaSa), the fluctuations of the Prana and of consciousness cease.
9
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42. Do not worship the Linga by day, nor worship

it at night. Stopping the night and the day, the LingaL

should always be worshipped.

Linga here, means the Self (Atman), the originator of all

creation. It is day when the Prana flows through 1 the Sun or

Pingala; and it is night when it flows through the Moon or Ida..

-One should not contemplate the Atman when the Prana is flowing-

through either of them. One should stop the course of Prana.

through the Ida and Pingala and make it flow through the Susumna.

when contemplating the Self.

43.. Then Khecari-mudra [is described] : When
the Prana, which is in the left and the right Nadi-s, flows;

through the middle [Susumna], in that state the-

Khecari-mudra becomes perfect. There is no doubt-

about this.

44. If the void [sunya) between the Ida and
Pingala swallows up the Prana, the Khecari-mudra is.

there perfect. This is undoubtedly the fact.

' Swallowing 3

the* Prana means that the Prana should "Be

made to remain steady in the Susumna.

45. Between the Ida and Pingala in the unsup-

ported (niralamba) space, where there is the Vyoma-
:cakra, the Mudra which is practised is Khecari by name.

46. [The Khecari-mudra] in which the stream

[of nectar] flows from the Moon, is the beloved of

Siva in visible form. The mouth of the unequalled,

divine Susumna must be filled at the rear end [by the

tongue turned upward into the roof of the palate].

.' 47. The Susumna should be filled at the near

end also [by the suspension of Prana]. It is [thenj
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the real Khecari. By the practice of Khecari-mudra,

.the Unmanl-avastha follows. . \ •

If the Susumna is not filled by the Prana at the near end,

but only by the Khecari-mudra, i.e. by the position of the tongue

at the rear end, it leads to a state of stupor. This is not the real

'Khecari-mudra.

48. Between the eyebrows is the seat of Siva,

wherein the mind is quiescent. This state is known
as the Turya [fourth state of consciousness, beyond

the states of waking, drea^i, and dreamless sleep].

There, Time (Death) is not.

49. One should practise the Khecari, until he

experiences the Yoga-sleep. For one who is in this

Yoga-sleep, Time (Death) does not exist. , *
.

50. After making the mind supportless [freeing it

of every object and concept], one should not think of

anything. He is then indeed like a pot filled inside

and outside with akasa.

51. When the external breath is stopped [by

the practice of Khecari], likewise the middle one [the

breath within the body is also suspended]. There is

no doubt about it. Then the Prana, along with the

mind, becomes still in its -own place (Brahmarandhra)

.

,52. [In the practitioner] who thus practises the

course of Prana [i.e. through Susumna] night and day,

where the Prana through practice is absorbed, there the

mind also is absorbed.

53. One should inundate the body from head to

foot with the nectar [flowing from the Moon]. He
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then becomes endowed with a superior body, great

strength and valour. Thus the Khecarf [has been

described].

54. Centering the mind in the &akti (KundalinI),

and holding the Sakti in the centre of the mind, observe

the mind with the mind and make the supreme state

the object of meditation.

The meaning seems to be this: By taking the Prana and the

mind to the Brahmarandhra and contemplating Kundalim Sakti,

the mind and the KundalinI are united in one.

55. Place the self (^tman) in the midst of the

Akasa and the akasa in the midst of the self; and $n

reducing everything to the nature of akasa, think of

nothing else.

Here akasa means Brahman into which one must make the

self dissolve, through meditation of the form £ Brahman is I ' and
* I am Brahman Then even such meditation, where there is

cognizance of subject and object, has to end.

56. Void within, void without, void like a pot

in space (akasa). Full within, full without, full like

the pot in the ocean. [Such is the state of the Yogin

in meditation.]

Void within and without, because the consciousness has

become insensible of itself and ofwhat is without ; and full, because

is has become Brahman itself, within and without.

57. There should be no thought of the external,

nor any thought within. Excluding all thought [sub-

jective and objective] he should think of nothing.
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58. The entire universe is the fabrication of

thought only. The play of the mind is created only by

thought. Transcending the mind which is composed

of thought [transformations] , find rest in the change-

less. Then surely, O Rama, thou shalt find Peace.

This is taken from the Yoga-vasistha. In the "ultimate state,

there is no actor, enjoyer, experience!*. It is without a second.

Nothing exists without it, and nothing proceeds from it. It is not

affected by Time, Space and Matter. It is therefore free from any

change.

59. Like camphor in fire, like salt in water, thus

the mind dissolves in contact with Reality.

60. All that can be known, [and all that] is

.known, and knowledge [itself] is said to be the mind.

"When knowledge and the knowable are lost together

fwith the mind], there is no second way [i.e. no

duality].

61. Whatever is in this world, both mobile and

immobile, all this is the appearance of the mind. When

the mind reaches the transcendent state (Unmani-

bhava), verily duality is not experienced.

62. As all objects of knowledge are abandoned,

the mind is absorbed [into absolute Being, Conscious-

ness, Bliss]. When the mind is thus dissolved, then the

state of absoluteness (kaivalya) [alone] remains.

63. Thus are the ways to Samadhi, consisting of

•different means, described by the great ancient teachers,

fully based on their own experience.

64. Salutations to the Susumna, to KundalinI,

to the nectar flowing from the Moon, to the ManonmanI
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[state] and to the great Power in the form of pure

Consciousness.

65. Now, I begin to describe the practice of

devotion to Nada (andhata or unstruck sound) that has

been taught by Goraksanatha, which is suitable even

to the unlearned, who are unable [directly] to compre-

hend the Truth,

66. The primeval Lord (Siva) has expounded

one crore and a quarter of effective Ways for the

attainment of laya; but we think that the one thing,

devotion to Nada alone, is the most important of the

[ways to] laya.

67. The Yogin sitting in the Muktasana posture-

and assuming the Sambhavl-mudra, should listen with

concentrated mind to the sound within, heard in the-

right ear.

These sounds proceed from the Susumna. The Tripurasara-

samuccaya says that they are in all of ten sorts : buzzing sound like

that of a swarm of bees, sound like that of a flute, of bells, of ocean

waves, of thunder, etc.

68. Close the ears, both the eyes, the nose and

the mouth; then a clear and distinct sound is heard in

the pure Susumna passage.

The ears are to be closed with the thumbs of both the hands,

the eyes with the forefingers, the nose with the middle and ring-

fingers, and the mouth with the rest. This is called the Paran-

mukhi-mudra.

69. In all the Yogic practices there are four

stages: Arambha, Ghata, Paricaya and NispattL
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r* 70. Then the Arambhavastha [is described]:
When the knot of Brahma (Brahmagranthi, which is.

in the Anahata-cakra) is pierced [by Pranayama],
there is the bliss arising from the void [rnnya or akasa

ofthe heart]. Various tinkling sounds [as ofornaments]
and the unstruck sound (anahata-dhvani) are heard
{in the middle of] the body.

71. When there is the beginning [of the soundJ
in the void, the Yogin is possessed of a lustrous body,

he is radiant, with an exquisite fragrance, free of diseases ,

and has a full heart [i.e. filled by Prana and Bliss].

The akasa of the Anahata-cakra (heart) is called Sunya, that,

of the Visuddhi-cakra (throat), Atisunya, and that of the Ajrla--

cakra (forehead), Mahasunya.

72. Then the Ghatavastha [is described] : In the

second [stage], the Prana unites [with Apana, Nada..

and Bindu] ,and enters the middle Cakra. The Yogin.

then becomes firm in posture {dsana), wise, and com-
parable to the Gods.

In this stage, the Prana and the Apana, the Nada and Binduy .

the Jivatrrian and the Paramatman are united. The middle-

Cakra is the Visuddhi-cakra in the throat.

73. When the knot of Visnu [Visnu-granthi,

which is in the throat] is then pierced [by the Prana.

in Kumbhaka] there is the promise of supreme bliss.

In the Atisunya, then, there arises a rumbling sound

as of a kettledrum.

74. Then the. Paricayavastha [is described]::

In the third stage, a sound like that of a drum (mardala) -,
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is heard in the akata [between the eyebrows]. Then

£the Frana] reaches the Mahasunya which is the seat

•of all siddhi-s.

75. Having gone beyond the blissful state of the

:mind [arising fiom the hearing of the sounds] there is

the experience of the natural state of bliss [of the

Atman]. Then he becomes free from disorders [of the

tumours], pain, old age, disease, hunger and som-

nolence.

76. Then the Nispattyavastha [is described]:

Having broken the knot of Rudra [Rudra-granthi, in

the Ajna-cakra] the Prana reaches the seat of Isvara

Jwhich is in the dkasa between the eyebrows]. Then

in Nispatti there is heard a sound as of the flute

-which assumes the resonance of a vim (string instru-

ment) .

The Nispatti stage is reached when the Prana reaches the

Brahmarandhra.

77. The integration of the mind [in a state where

the subject-object duality does not exist] is called

Raja-yoga. Such a Yogin, being the master of crea-

tion and destruction, becomes the equal of Isvara.

This means that he is the master of the disintegration and
reintegration of matter, and hence can evolve forms and destroy

them. And thus he possesses, on a smaller scale, the powers of

Isvara.

78. Let there be liberation or not, here is perfect

Miss. This bliss arising from absorption ilaya) is

obtained through Raja-yoga.
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79. There are the mere Hatha-yogin-s without

the knowledge of Raja-yoga. I regard them to be

practitioners who do not obtain the fruit of their

efforts.

80. Contemplation on [the space between] the

eyebrows, in my view, leads to the attainment of the

Unmanl-avastha in a short time. Even for people of

modest intellect this is a suitable means for attaining

the state of Raja-yoga. The state of absorption arising:

from Nada gives immediate experience.

The results, being soon perceptible, are very convincing.

81. In the hearts of great Yogin-s who remain in.

a state of Samadhi through concentration on Nada >

there is a plenitude of Bliss, unequalled, surpassing all

description, and which the blessed Teacher (Sri Guru-

natha) alone knows.

82. The contemplative man (muni), having closed

his ears with the [thufhbs of the] hands, should focus-

his mind on the [mystical] sound [that is heard within]

until he attains the immutable (Turya).

83. Through the process of sustained listening,,

this inner sound drowns the external sounds. The

Yogin [who devotes himself to the Nada] overcomes-

all instability of mind in fifteen days, and becomes-

happy.

84. During the initial stages of the practice,,

various prominent, inner sounds are heard. But,,

when progress is made, more and more subtle [sounds!

are heard.
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85, 86. In the beginning, various sounds are

heard within the body resembling those of the ocean,

the cloud, the kettledrum and the jarjara drum. In

the middle, [the sounds] resemble those of the drum

(mardala) , the conch, the bell and the horn. Finally,

-the sounds resemble those of tinkling bells, the flute,

the vina, and bees. Thus are heard the various sounds

from the middle of the body.

87. Even when the loud sounds resembling those

* of the clouds and the kettledrum are heard, attention

should be turned to the subtler and still subtler sounds

.alone.

88 . Even though attention may shift from the

vgross to the subtle [sounds], or from the subtle to the

gross [among the inner sounds], it should not be allowed

to wander elsewhere, being [by nature] unsteady.

89. In whatever inner sound the mind first

focuses itself, in * that it reaches steadiness, and along

"with it [the sound, the mind] gets dissolved.

Stanzas 87, 88 and 89 describe Pratyahara, Dharana, Dhyana
and Samadhi.

90. As a bee drinking honey cares not for the

-odour, so the mind absorbed in Nada, does not crave

•for the objects [of enjoyment].

91. The sharp iron goad of Nada effectively

- curbs the mind which is like an elephant in rut [difficult

to control] wandering in the garden of sense-objects.

Here is taught Pratyahara, consisting of drawing the mind
-away from the objects of the senses.
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92. When the mind, having discarded its restless-

ness [caused by its constant identification with sense-

objects], is held [steadfast] by Nada, it becomes totally

immobile, like a bird that has lost its wings. .

Having controlled Prana by Pranayama, and the senses by
Pratyahara, the mind should be concentrated on the abode of all

good, God. This is Dharana.

93. One who is desirous of obtaining sovereignty

in Yoga should put away all mental activity, and, with

a fully concentrated mind, should meditate on Nada

only.

That is, his mind becomes one with the Nada
3
which represents

the stage of Dhyaha.

94. Nada is like the net which ensnares the deer

within [i.e. the mind] and it is also the hunter who

slays the deer within [the mind].

Like the hunter, Nada first attracts the mind and binds it,

and then kills it, i.e. it puts an end to the natural unsteadiness

of the mind and then absorbs it into itself.

95. It. [Nada] is like the bolt which locks the

horse within [i.e. the mind] of a self-controlled [Yogin]-

A Yogin should therefore daily practise meditation upon

Nada.

96. The mind is like quicksilver which, by the

action ofNada which is like sulphur, is bound [solidified]

and, freed of its restlessness, and is able [enables onej

to move in the supportless sky [which is Brahman], ;

See stanza IV. 27 and, commentary.
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97, The mind is like a serpent within, which on

hearing the Nada, becomes oblivious of all else andv
absorbed in the one thing, does not move away else-

where.

When there is no ideation, it is called SamadhL Sam-
prajnata Samadhi is described here as defined by Patanjali.

98. The fire burning in a piece of wood, subsides

along with the [burnt out] wood. So also, the mind
directed to Nada is absorbed along with it.

The Rajasa and Tamasa qualities being destroyed, the Sattva.

quality alone remains. The Maitrqyam-upanisad says: Just as the

fire, when the fuel is burnt out, is absorbed into its source, so also-

the mind, when the modifications are ended, is absorbed into its

source.

99 The mind is like a deer, drawn by the sound
of bells, etc. and held still, and [hence] slain with ease

[i.e. totally silenced] by one who is expert in controlling

Prarta [archery].

The mind, absorbed in Nada, is free of all modifications-

Then the Yogin, like an archer, might kill it by directing his:

breath to the Brahmarandhra through the Susumna: As said in the
Mundaka-upanisad, Pranava is the bow, Atman the arrow and
Brahman the mark. If one carefully shoots at the mark, he
becomes one with it.

100. There is the sound of the mystical resonance
which is heard. The quintessence of that sound is the
[supreme] object of knowledge [i.e. the self-illumined,

absolute Consciousness]. The mind becomes one with
that object of knowledge. The mind dissolves therein.
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That is the supreme state of Visnu [the all-pervading

Self].

101. The conception of Akasa [the substratum of

sound] exists as long as sound is heard. The Sound-

less which is the supreme Reality (Brahman) is

called the supreme Self (Atman).

The original, natural state in which the mind, being free

from all modifications, exists is called Parabrahman and Para-

matman.

102. Whatever is heard of the nature of the

mystical Nada is indeed Sakti. That in which all the

elements (tattva-s) find dissolution, the formless [Being],

that is the supreme Lord (Paramesvara)

.

Thus ends the inquiry into Nada.

From stanza 98 to this the Asamprajnata Samadhi is described.

The tattva-s are categories of manifestation according to Samkhya.

103. All the processes of Hatha- and Laya-yoga

are but means for the attainment of Raja-yoga. The

man who has attained Raja-yoga triumphs over Time

(Death)

.

104. Mind (tattoo) is the seed, Hatha-yoga is the

soil and complete desirelessness is the water. With

these three, the Kalpa-vrksa, which is the Unmani-

avastha springs up immediately.

The Kalpa-vrksa is a mythical tree which fulfils all desires.

In the Unmanl-avastha, which is the transcendent state of mind,

all fulfilment is found.

105. By constant meditation upon Nada, all

undesirable accumulated proclivities (pap**) are

* 6
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eliminated. The mind and the Prana are [thus]

absorbed definitively in the stainless [Consciousness,

which is devoid of guna-s or attributes].

106. During the Unmani-avastha, the body be-

comes absolutely like a log of wood and the Yogin

hears not even the [loud] sounds of a conch or dundubhi

(a large drum).

107. The Yogin who has passed beyond all the

states and is freed from all thoughts [and memories]

and who appears as if dead [i.e. impervious to external

stimuli] is liberated without doubt.

There are five states (avasthd-s): waking (jagrat), dream
{svapna), deep sleep (susupti), trance (murcha) and death {maraud),

and these admit of recurrence.

108. A Yogin in Samadhi is not swallowed up
"by the Time process [death] ; he is not affected by
[the fruit of] action (karman) ; he cannot fall under any

influence [from persons, incantations, etc.].

109. A Yogin in Samadhi apprehends neither

smell, taste, form or colour, touch, or sound; he does

not cognize himself or others.

110. One in whom the mind is* neither asleep

nor awake, [whose mind] is free of memories and of

forgetfulness, which neither goes into oblivion nor into

activity—such a one is indeed liberated.

The mind is said to sleep when it loses its faculty of discerning

objects because Tamas overshadows all the organs and overcomes
both the Rajas and the Sattva qualities. It is not awake, because

in the state of Samadhi there is no experience of sense-objects.
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It is free from memory (smrti) because there are no similar modifica-
tions of the mind, and because it does not awaken from that state.

It is free from forgetfulness (vismrti) because there are no thought
impressions conducive to memory. It does not go into oblivion

"because residual impressions exist. It is not aroused into activity,

because there are no modifications of the mind to set it in action.

111. A Yogin in Samadhi is not affected by heat

or cold, pain or pleasure, honour or dishonour.

1 12. Verily, he is a liberated one, who is hale [i.e.

whose senses and mind are clear and unclouded],

who is in the waking state, yet appears to be in sleep,

devoid of outbreathing and inbreathing [due to Kum-
bhaka].

Being hale excludes the conditions of torpor and trance.

The waking state (jagrad-avastha) implies the exclusion of dream

(svapna) and deep sleep (susupti) . The Yogin appears to be asleep

as he is completely motionless.

, 113. A Yogin in Samadhi is not vulnerable to

any weapons, not assailable by any persons, not subject

to control by the use of mantras and yantra-s (incanta-

tions and magical diagrams).

Some of the things that hinder the Yogin in his course are

described: Sloth, loose company, the practice of mantras [for

temporal power], alchemy, etc. Those who practise Yoga have

to encounter these dangers. Meditating on Visnu or Siva, the

Yogin surmounts all these difficulties.

114. As long as the Prana does not flow in the

central way (Susumna) and enter the Brahmarandhra,

as long as the semen does not become steady through

the restraint of breath, as long as the mind does not,
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in meditation, reflect the natural state [of the object

contemplated upon, i.e. Brahman] so long, those wha
talk of spiritual knowledge indulge only in boastful

and false prattle.

The Lord Krsna says in the Bhagavata-purana : There are only-

three ways to liberation laid down by me
;
they are : jndna, karman

and bhakti. Then why is Yoga said to be the chiefmeans of attain-

ing liberation? The answer is that all the three are contained

in the eightfold Yoga.

The sruti says: The Self alone is to be seen, heard, contem-
plated upon and realized. That Self can be attained by sravana:

(listening), manana (reflection) and nididhyasana (realization). The
first two are included in svddhydya, which is one of the subdivisions-

of Niyama, the second stage of Yoga. Svddhydya is the thorough
study of the teachings on liberation, with a complete knowledge-

of their inner meanings and symbolism. Nididhyasana is the

restraining of the idea that there is aught other than Brahman,
and the fostering of the realization that everything is Brahman.
This is contained in Dhyana, the seventh stage of Yoga.

Karma-yoga which is performing all acts as an offering to-

Isvara is contained in the Kriya-yoga described by Patanjali.

Patanjali says: Kriya-yoga is tapas, svddhydya and isvara-pranidhdna.

Tapas means the purification of the body by the observance of
various penances. Svddhydya consists of those studies that bring-

about a predominance of the Sattva Guna. Isvarapranidhana is

praising Isvara, remembering and worshipping him by word,,

thought and action and an unswerving devotion to him.
. Bhakti really means the constant perception of the form of

the Lord by the inner organ. There are nine kinds of bhakti

enumerated: Hearing the lore concerning the Lord, singing it,

remembering Him, worshipping His feet, offering flowers to Him,,
bowing to Him (in spirit)

, regarding oneself as his servant, becoming
his companion and wholly offering oneself to Him. These are
all included in isvarapranidhana. Bhakti has been described by
Narayana Tirtha as an unbroken stream of love towards the feet
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of the Lord, a love that is the be all and end all of a person's

existence and during which he is, as it were, absorbed in the object

of his devotion. Madhusudana SarasvatI has also described it as

a state of the mind, when previous to its being utterly annihilated

and absorbed, it becomes of the nature of the Lord. Thus bhakti,

in its most transcendental aspect, is included in Samprajnata

Samadhi.

So the three ways laid down by Krsna in the Bhagavata have

been shown to be included in the stages of Yoga. Thus Yoga

practised in its entirety and in the order laid down is enough for

the attainment of liberation. In this sense alone are to be under-

-stood the words in the Purana-s saying that Brahman is to be

attained by Yoga.
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ddhdra-s (or vital centres), six-

teen 50

adhibhantika 5-6

adhidaivika 5

adhyatmika 5

Agama-s, types of 69

akdsa (Akasa) 44, 71-2, 75-6, 81

amaravdruni (strong liquor),

symbolism of 45-6

Amaroli-mudra 54-5, 63

Anahata-cakra 68, 69, 75

andhata-dhvani 74-5

Apana 3, 17-8, 28, 30, 49, 75

Arambhavastha—first stage of

Yogic practice 75

Asamprajnata Samadhi 4, 62,

81

asamsakli—5th stage ofjnana 4

Asana (Bhadra, Dhanur, Go-

mukha, Kukkuta, Kur-

ma, Matsyendra, Ma-

yura, Padma, Siddha,

Simha, Uttana Kurma,

Vira)

see under individual Asana-s

Asana, firm in posture 75

Asana-?, practice of 9-10

Asana-s, effects on the human

body 11

,, ,
eighty-four 15

dsiikya, an aspect of Niyama 9

Bandha (Jalamdhara, Mula*

Uddiyana) see under indivi-

dual Bandha-s

Bhadrasana 18

Bhagavad-gitd, quoted xiv-xvy

xvi, 9

Bhdgavata-pzirdna, quoted 29, 84

Bhakti, nine kinds of 84

Bhakti-yoga 84-5

Bhastrika Kumbhaka 33-5, 59

Bhramari 35

bindu 49, 55, 56, 61, 75

Bliss, attainment of 61, 75, 76,.

77

Brahmacarin, a Siddha 19

Brahmagranthi, piercing of 75

Brahmarandhra 24, 48, 50, 56,

62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 71, 72 t

76, 80

brahmavaristha—7th stage of

jnana 5
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brahmavidvara, who is 4-5

Consciousness, ceasing of fluc-

tuation 69

Death and Yoga 61, 71, 82

Dhanurasana 12

Dharana 10, 24, 63, 78,

79

dhatu-s, seven 21

Dhauti 26

Dhyana 10, 24, 63, 78, 79, 84

Diet and Yoga 16, 19-21, 25,

51-2

Diseases, caused by wrong

Pranayama 25

„ , cure of 14, 26, 39-40

Guptasana 15-6; see also Sid*

dhasana

Guru for practice of Hatha-yoga

6, 7-8

Hatha-yoga leads to Raja-

yoga xiii-xiv, xvi, 3,

36

„ practice, need of a

Guru 6, 7

„ practice, (matha)

place for 6-7

„ sequence of practice

19

„ signs of perfection in

37

Hinduism, symbolism in 45,

56

Fire and Yoga 20

Food see Diet

Gajakarani 28

Ghatavastha—second stage of

Yogic practice 75

gomdmsa (flesh of a cow), sym-

bolism of 45

Gomukhasana 12

Goraksanatha, quoted 15, 66

Goraksasana 18

Gulma (disease), cure of 26

Ida 23, 32, 39, 41,47, 50, 51,

57, 64, 65, 69, 70

Isvara-gita xv-xvi, xvii

Isvarapujd 9

Jalarrxdhara-bandha 16, 29-30,.

35, 38, 39, 40, 41,50

Jalavasti see Vasti

jqpa, what is, and kinds 9

Jihva-bandha 30, 41

jndna, seven stages of 4-5

Jnana-yoga 84
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kaivalya (state of absoluteness)

73

kala 61

kanda 56-8

Xapalabhati 26, 28

Xarma-yoga 84

"Kedara or sacred seat of Siva

41

Xevala Kumbhaka 16, 36

Xhecari-mudra 16, 42-4, 47,

53, 56, 69, 70, 71

kles'a-s 39

Xnowledge (jnana), seven* stages

of 4-5

Xukkutasana 12

Xumbhaka-s 23, 24, 29 ff., 35 ff.,

75 ; see also under individual

Kumbhaka-s

XundalinI 17-18, 34, 36, 38-9,

46, 50, 56-8, 62 ff.

XCrmasana 12

laya 67, 74, 76

Xaya-yoga, means to attain

Raja-yoga 81

liberation, how to attain 64, 66

„ , state of 82

„ , ways to s84

Xinga, what is, and worship of

70

Maha-bandha 40-1

Maha-mudra 39-40, 41

Maha-vedha 41-2

Manonmani 29, 47, 65

matha (monastery), for practice

ofHatha-yoga 6-7

mdtrd-s 24

Matsyendra, Yogin 11-12, 13

Matsyendrasana 13

Maya, freedom from 61

Mayurasana 14

Meditation on Nada 79

Mind and pram x-xii

Mind, control of 64,65ff.

„ , integration of 76

„ , quiescent 64, 73, 82-3

„ , seed ofYoga 81

Mudra-s 38, 39-40, 47, 52 ff.,

60, 67 ff; see also under in-

dividual Mudra-s

Mudra-s and Raja-yoga 59

Muktasana 16, 75; see aslo

Siddhasana

Mula-bandha 16, 30, 40, 48-9

Murcha 35

Nada(n&&) 31, 37, 61, 74-81

Nada, explained 49

Nadi-cakra, purification 29

Nadx-s 65

Nadl-s, purification 16, 22, 23,

25

Nauli 26,28

Neti 26,27
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ttiralamba (unsupported space)

70

Nispattyavastha—4th stage of

Yogic practice 76

Niyama, ten aspects of 9-10

Om andPranayama 10, 47, 49, 61

Padmasana 17-18

Pain (tdpa), three types of 5-6

pararthabhavini—6th stage of

jn:na 5

Paricayavastha—3rd stage of

Yogic practice 75

Pascimatanasana 1

3

Pingala 23, 39, 41, 47, 50, 51,

57, 64, 65, 69, 70

Plavini 35

Pliha (disease), cure of 26

Prana x-xii, 3, 17-18, 23-5

Pranayama 3, 22 ff., 28-9, 35

„ ,
and moral and spi-

ritual qualities 10

Pratyahara 10, 24, 63, 78

Pupil, qualifications of a 10-11

Puraka see Recaka and Puraka

Purification of body, six acts

of 25 ff.

Raja-yoga 59, 61 ff., 76 ff.

Raja-yoga and Hatha-yoga vii,

xii-xvi, 3, 36, 81

Raja-yoga
,
greatness of 62

Recaka and Puraka 10, 33, 35>

Rudra-granthi 76

Sacred places, journeys to, and
Yoga 20

sadhana-s, four, of a disciple 9>

sahajavasthd (supreme state), at-

tainment of 62

Sahajoli (Mudra) 54, 63

Sahita (Kumbhaka) 35-6

Sakticalana (Mudra) 56

Samadhi 62, 73, 77, 78, 80, 82„

83

Sambhavl-mudra 67-8, 74

Samkhya and Yoga, philoso-

phies, misconceptions xiv-xv

Samprajnata Samadhi 4, 62^

63, 80 .

sattvapatti—4th stage of jncna Ar

sattvikadana 9

Savasana 14

Sex and Yoga 20

siddhantasravana 9

Siddha-s, names of 5

Siddhasana 15-16

Hddhi-s 3, 4, 21, 25, 29, 46r

52

„ , seat of 76

„ ,
eight kinds of 6, 38-9r

46

Simhasana 18

Sitall (Kumbhaka) 29, 33, 34-
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Sltkari (Kumbhaka) 29, 32, 34

Siva, why called Nilakantha

14

Sivagitd, quoted x

£ivasamhita> quoted viii

Soma, symbolism of 44-5

Spiritual tendencies, unfoldment

of 10-11

subheccha—1st stage of jnana 4

Suryabhedana 30, 34

Susumna Nadl 22, 38, 59, 63,

70-1, 74

Svastikasana 12

tanumanasa—3rd stage of jncna

4

tapa (pain), three types of

5-6

tapas, an aspect of Niyama 9

Time, free from, and Yoga

see Death

Trataka 26,27-8

Tripurdsdrasamuccaya, quoted 74

Turya state 71, 77

Udara (disease), cure of 26

Uddiyana-bandha 29, 30, 47-8,

51

Ujjayl 29,32,34

Unmani see also Manonmani

Unmani-avastha 22, 69, 77,

81, 82

Unmani-bhava 73

Upanisad, Sdndilya, quoted 9

Utkatasana 26

Uttana Kurmasana 12

Vajrasana 16; see also Siddha-

sana

Vajroli-mudra 44, 52-3, 55, 56r

63

vdsand-s and Prana 65

Vasti 26-7

vicdrand—2nd stage of jncna 4-

Viparitakaranl 51

Virasana 12

Visnu-granthi, piercing of 75

Void 62, 63, 72, 75

Vyomacakra 70; see also*

Khecari-mudra

Woman becomes a YoginI 55-

Yama, ten aspects of 8-9

Yoga, causes of failure and suc-

cess of, 8

„ 5
meaning and significance

xii, ix-x

„ practitioners, misconcep-

tions of 10

„ ,
qualifications for practis-

ing 6

55 f
stages of 84-5
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Yoga, systems ix, 84-5

Yogabija, quoted 7-8

Yoga-matha, characteristics 7

Yoga-sastra, definition and

study of vii-x

'Yogavdsistha, quoted x-xi, xv, 4,

10, 73

Yoga-vidya, students of, classi*

fication . xiii-xiv

Yogic practices, four stages

74-5

Yogin, daily life of 30-1

„ , state of 82

Yoni-mudra see Vajroll-mudra
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